








periodical as from the book itself. T
by Bro-Dart Industries, would seer
public libraries; but the cost of thj
as most school libraries are concern(
to school systems which provide cen

Part II of the rep.9r1, dealing with the Consumer Reacrion Survey,
describes in some detiil the views"of librarians in various ,yp., 

"r 
libraries

regarding the efiectiveness of the experiment. while school librarians in
of cataloging geared to the needs of

ve found the LC entry ro be helpful'ty agreement with the statement that
ole to most and does give the scope
ion is far simpler and less time_con_
he beginning." The teacher-librarian
rake use of Cataloging_in-source par_
:ards available, if she is to do catalog_
experience. IJnfortunately the repoit
)menrary school libraries, with well

ry a typist. As far as school librarians
centralized cataloging for the schools
have been made and are curuentlv

eviously stated, Cataloging_in-source

Acriticismorcatarosins-i"-s",.:.:';ji?ld'X?t""-,ll-;*Tlib,uriu,,r,

3:,?:::.:1t^t".Lft*.of ti"_,2o3 tities catalosld were of the-type gen_erally purchased fbr schoors. For this reason some varidity of the e"p"eri
ment is lacking with regard ro schoors. Another consideration not touched

.lf,?":"^j*"i:ryT_*^ the fact that many librarians order LC and,/or
vvrrson cards srmurtaneously with the books. Not until the book arrived
did the librarian know that ir contained a catalogins-i;.".." .ntry. rfthe- project were to be continued, some advance ,ro1i.i in book reviewing
9r P9",k listing sources of the availability of catarogin!-i" io"r." wourdbe highly desiiable.

The consensus of the consumer Reaction survey was that cataroging-
in-source is "wanted, r,vould be used, and is needed.,, This seems anti_climactic, in view of the fact that thr
recommended that it be discontinued
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Iibrary is expediency- The exigency of demand must be considered aboveall else. Therefore ,,ger a ,rr*t 
"i 

on it, ancl a pocket if possible, andgive it to the pat.onl' The resuris oi irrir policy are probibly familiar
rderful things happen, with classifica-
tion and non_ficiibn titles being en-
often the price of good public"rela-

n-Source might have been the answer
;mall library. It would have enabled

rgotten or completed. He could do
pt that among the seventy_five books

;,::: Jl; :5 ?X,f ffi 3 :;:,: T:, #
A great deal has been written about federations of libaries, withcentralization of processing and purchasing. Enrightened 

-i i i l*riun, 
insmall as well as laige l ibrarTes pay'l ip r"rui.J to the-idea. so-"--uy .u",be ardently in favor of such qq"! 1i ir fossibre, h".;;., ,i;u-t trre p.ir,-ciple of auronomy is being defended Uiinaty ,rra nitte.iy. Stu.a, urdlibrarians, as well u, .omir.rrrities, are lik;ii. ;;"rirr""./."""#.rr, ,frutwould commit them to financing- pro3ects not under their contror, and topaying salaries to persons ttot'dir". i ly clependent on the lo.rt t inrr.y.whether such attitudes are or u." , 'roi ,eusonubte is not the issue. The^ 

uld serve the-end of prwiJing q.rat-
rst, while obviating such agreements,

,urce, John W. Cronin, Director of

acterisrics which the small library, with or;irh;;;
fear, while Publisher.s' Weekly t.u"", ,o-.thing to
llewfoint.gf 

speed (g1-d in ,o''" .ur"r, u...r.u.y of reproduction of thecopy provided). rn addition, while the varue of iubrishLrf wiity to rhelibrarian has been immeasurabry enhanced by the in.trrrio., or .ututogi.rgdata, some poor souls (municipal library d"a*"i, irr";;; iiu.", 
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Product of the limitations inherent in the nature of the experiment. The
publishing industry with irs rigid producrion schedules and last minure
changes makes caraloging-in-source an unattainable goal for alr practicar
purposes.

Another 
_T-ujo. disappointment of the experiment is the inability ofcertain publishers to. usb thc LC typographical format thus removing

the possibility of making.a photo€rapiriJ..py of the catalog entry. With-
:^",r^:lir 

fearure, a great deai of tie ittractiveness of Catalo[ing_in-source
rs lost.

Recommendation two of the ALA Cataloging policy and Research
program of Caraloging_in_Source to
ies and classification is a noble efiort
iment. But it is just a half measure,
rer it can be considered seriously.
feasible, what about the alternatives?
aging. The publishers' Weehly plan
rpplied by LC for the pW .,Weeklv

rublication of BpR promises to be i
: LC cards musr be adapted before
:atalogs of most of the large public

- ough this plan could resuli in pro_
viding libraries with most of the adoanotages claimed for the cataloging-
in-Source program.

Uniaersity Libraries
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solve the collation problem and make it feasible to print complete entries

in many books.
The third argumenr against a full cataloging-in-soufce program is
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the."h-igh,degree of unreliability of catalog enrries based on texts nor in
merr nnal torm" (p. vi). This unreliability has rurned out to be fatal
to the program as carried out in the experiment, but it is by no means
fatal to the basic idea of printing .utulog entries in books.'By far the
Sreatest number of inaccuracies observed in the entries printed. in books
dyring the experimental period occurred in the colration. I believe mosr
of the difficulties encounttred here would evaporate in time, when pub-
lishers have been made more aware of the importance, for cataloging pur-
poses, of items which seem to them inconsequential. But until itrui ii*"
comes' libraries will be more than willing^ to settle for cataloging-in-
Source without collation, since that elemen"r of the entry can r"Jtit! u"
supplied by the library from the book in hand. Last minute changes in
the title page have alio occasionally caused difficulty, but this too, is a
matter which can be raken care of when pubrishers rearize the importance
of transmitting ro rhe cataloging ug".,iy ritle page information in its
final form.

Lastly, it is maintained that cataloging-in-source is inadvisable be-

:iy:" "f 
the."low degree of utility whicfi would resuh from the copying

ot trlese entries, because of the variations in their format as printed,^tiheii
unreliability, and the ne-ed for adapting them to the requirements of
individual libraries" (p. 

"i). euite the coitt"ty. The second'recommenda-
tion o{ the cataloging Policy ind Research committee is that ..if curtail-
ment of cataloging information should. prove necessary, priority for in-
clusion of information- pe given to those^ items not immeiiately'obvious
in-the publication itself._... tt is recognized that a gt"ut -u.ry l ibraries
either udlpl subject headings and classlfication numSers supplied by rhe
Library of c'ongress, or use entirely different subject headirigs and ilassi-
fication numbers. Even for such libraries the inclusion of iiris informa-
tion in publications saves time-consuming study of the book,' (p. gg).

This committee also concludes fromlhe consumer Reaction 
"s*o.y

that "those libraries which will benefit most from a cataloging-in-source
program are rhe thousands of public and school libraries iho"se acquisi-
tions include the highesr proportion of American imprints and. which
lack professional stafi and bibliographical tools" (p. 9ti;. er a maner of
fact, in making a ro_ugh break-doivn-of the ribrariis vlsiied and reported
Py,rl" Suyey as of June r, rg,bg, the Head. of the processing Department,
in his rs-th-monthly reporr to the Librarian of congress, Estimated that
of a total oj 25 college and_ university libraries intenliewed, 45 expressed
unqualified approval of _the_ Cataloging-in-source program^ind^25 ex_
pressed qu1l{ng{ approval, while only 5 indicated indifierent or neg:ative
reactions. r think it is clear that, if conclusions were to be based on"ly on
the-limited experiment just finished, universiry libraries would geneially
be lukewarm in their enthusiasm, but looking upon the experirient as a
small 

.and imperfect beginning of a vast aird^extensive project these
libraries can expect to derive significant benefits from it.

of inestimable service, especially for the Acquisition Department and
for interlibrary loan, would be the bibliografhical stand'ardization of
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search need not be made in outside sources.
As for the complicated SACAP plan of Bro-Dart, it would aPPear

to offer some advaitages to smaller 
-libraries. 

It is doubtful whether it

could be made to fit into the order and cataloging routines of a large

.can be attained-or at least approximated-when everyone concerned
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realizes how useful the service can be. progress in this direction must
necessarily be slow. rf there is one lesson -orJthu' any other to be learned
from the recently concluded cataloging-in-source eiperiment it is that

: cooperation of many different peo-
:ed only after a long period of intelli-
certain amount of trial and error.

the head of Zeus; almost werything
ings to maturity. We tried to reach
t leap, and we did not make it. Now
and climb more slowly, a step at a
dually as they arise. It can be done
z National Union Catalog, after hav-
unattainable, was eventually accom-
I the entire library profession. The
of a Cataloging-in-Source program

are no more insoluble. perhaps the
ernment publishers in Washington,
rld be reduced to a minimum. After
,r'ith this group, then it will be rime
meeting new problems and solving

)n owes a large debt of gratitude
'Resources for financing the operation;
't in conducting this tro6le experiment;
' Reaction Survey, to the cobperating

publishers, and_especially to the Library of congreJs. The idea must not
die.-Marian Harman, (Jniaersity of Illinois Llbrary, (Jrbana.

The State Library.

---{y .omments on the Reportof the cataroging-in Source Experimenr
will deal first with otre aspeci of this project wh'ich"interesrs me v6ry much
and which, as far as r cin determine, has been given little or no atten-
tion. About half the books acquired each y"u, 6y the Iibrary in which
r work are second-hand booksj most of which aie purchas"d fro* tt.
catalogs of Fnglish and American second-hand booksellers. The checking
of the entries in these c-4ta-logs against the ribrary's o*r, .uruttgr, ordei
file,.etc., is a costly and time-coisuming p.o."rr, for these bolkselrers'
catalogs are not the best _examples of wirai a catalog ought to be. one

:u,"",t"g 
recently I picked r-,p william warner Bisliop's"Zft e Bachs of

loofs and happened upon his account of the making and checking oi
booksellers' catalogs. Hii description was so superior io mine that r am
rnctuchng it here in place of what I had written. Dr. Bishop wrote:

"one of the favorite arguments of certain folk who think cataloging an
expensive and much over-lauded ruxury of the profession is that book-
sellers and aucrioneers 

-make perfectly intelligible' catalogs at a very low
cost. Now I have been-checking and searching iuch catalogf for many years,
and I venture to say that as a rure they ur" iire *o.rt -ui. produci of the
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Of course, those who answered "Yes" in Part II had not read Part I
of the Report and ss were not fully aware of the difficulties and costs of
the project. It seems likely, however, that the majority would have voted
'1Yes" even if they had known all the facts. Does this mean that they
were willing to puy the hundreds of thousands of dollars the LC says
would be required to carry on this work? Had they stopped to figure out
how much this would add to the cost of books? Would the savings of in-
dividual libraries be great enough ro warrant the cost or could this
money be better used in improving library service in some other way? Did
the consuming librarians welcome Cataloging-in-Source primarily be-
cause it appeared to be free, or almost free, the work involved fell on
someone else, and it coqldn't do any harm and might be useful? While
the answers to some of these questions may be found in the Report,I am
not at all sure that the consumers who were interviewed were familiar
enough with the whole picture to make really valid decisions on the
worth of the project as compared to its cost.

There are several parts of the Report which interest me and which I
want to mention briefly. One is the cost of carrying on the work of Cata-
loging-in-Source. It is not hard to understand that the special procedures,
correspondence, postase, etc., necessary when cataloging is on a rush
basis from page proof would make the work more expensive than if these
books were cataloged under the regular routines. Much is also made of
the fact that this work must be done under pressure and that the cata-
logers don't seem to be able to do their best work this way, The "rush"
slips seem to have caused the catalogers to worry. Apparently, a cataloger
who could do ro titles a day if he didn't have to meer a deadline could
do only'8 a day if he had to 

'b. 
,nr" to get them done. Is it not reasonable

to suppose that if catalogers were regularly doing this type of work, they
would come to do it without a feeling of rush and worry and would be
able to do it as routinely as they now do their "regular" cataloging?

It is not clear to me just why Cataloging-in-source should require so

much greater than at present.
It is estimated that a full scale program cover qo,ooo titles a year.

Would the program be just as acceptable and satisfactory to the great
majority of libraries if a few thousand of these titles were omitted-iuch
as titles of marginal value to libraries either because of their content or
distribution, titles from the many publishers who issue only a very few
volumes ayear, etc.? Is complete coverage necessary to make the program
desirable?

The fact that the cataloging information printed in the books was
so often wrong or incomplete is given as one ieason for not continuing
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the project. The three really important things on the-catalog card are

the iutiror entry, the added entries (both subject and other),and the

classification number. There seems to be no reason why these three can-

not be determined as well from proof sheets as from finished books. As-

suming that publishers and authbrs have no objection to including the

second and third of these in the book itself, we have left the author entry.

Some publishers and authors do not want their authors' full names or

dates printed in the books; there seems to be no way to overcome this

objection. Would it be practical to indicate by an asterisk, or some other

ry-bol, that the entry ii not complete and thus waln the librarian using

the Cataloging-in-source informalion? Would it be possible to-indicate
authors' daleJby some sorr of code number which could be printed in-

conspicuously at the bottom of the card? (btac-would mean r9o4-)

The fu.t'that the collation was often wrong and that titles were

sometimes altered seems relatively unimportant except to libraries which

accept blindly everything on a printed card'
I could not help feeling thit the first part of this Report tended to

bring out the bad in the experiment more than the good, that- it Put the

costJof a continuous program at a Pretty high level, and that it sug-

gested the creation of i whole new organization of chiefs, sub-chiefs, co-

6rdinators, clerks, messengers, etc. Thii last point is discouraging, and if

Parkinson does not have i law to fit it, he should. On the other hand, it

does not seem fair to imply, as some have done, that LC just doesn't want

to get mixed up with i difficult project. The record of the Library of

Congress in both beginning and tiking over new projects and new ideas
is good. It hardly seems faii to assume that this library would recommend
dropping a project it thought really valuable to libraries solely because

it does not want to assume the responsibility of operating it. I do not

know why there cannot be an honest difierence of opinion.-ftay O'

Hurnmel, Jr., Virginia State Library, Richmond.

The Last Word

"I am compelled to the conclusion that a modified Cataloging-in--
Source program could not be justified in terms of utility versYs cost and

that the Li6rary of Congress should not seek funds for a further experi-
ment along these lines." The drastic words of the Librarian of Congress
(p. vii) are backed by the Library's Director of the Processing Depa-rt-
-e.rt,' "There should be no further experiments with Cataloging-in-
Source" (p.Sz) .

They 
-came 

to bury Caesar, not to praise him. But did they have a

corpse?
Broadly speaking, all five of the LRTS reviewers are disappointed

that the LC experiment failed; but only one agrees with the LC decision

that the idea is dead.
Perhaps it is only because I find it hard to give up a dream crld as

cataloging itself. Be that as it may. \{rith these four dissenting reviewers
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Further experimentation might consider one or more of a number
of possibilities. Among these we may note three:

r. Establishment of a central cataloging office in New york City which
would not interfere with LC routines and which would make communica-
tion with many publishers much easier.

_ .e. C1t1loging from regular proof sheets with no artempt to give col-
lation. collation can be mighty tricky even in a regular book, and it is,
r suspect, little used. certainly those libraries whicti wanted it could add
it in whatever form they wished.

3. Abandonment of the "card idea." The "card idea', was a sort of
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Studies of descriptive cataloging, the LC Rules fot descriptive cataloging,

the Lubetzky Riport and Mr. Lubetzky's work on the new code-all of

these are milestones in that revolt.
It is to be hoped thar the LC report on cl,s does not mar( the begin-

ning of a break in this tradition of distinguished service.-Paul S. Dun-

hinl Professor, Graduate School of Library Senti,ce, Rutgers Uniuersity,

and Assistant Editor for Catalogi'ng, LRTS.

REVIEWS OF MICROPUBLISTIED PROJECTS

rector of tJ.e Stanford University Library'
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The Future*
Vrnxnn W. Crerr, Presi,d.ent

Council of Library Resources, Inc.
Washington, D. C.

rf'to DISCRIBE the future, I must refer briefly to the past.
I The work of catalogers became necessary'only when the plethora

of books made it impossible for even a learned man to know tht litera-
ture of his field.

But when the time came to find a substitute for knowledge and mem-
ory, there was no single answer. Several methods were tried."

For Panizzi, by conffast, classification seemed insufficient as the identi-
fying device. For this he developed entry; and entry has ever since been
the principal concern of catalofers.

But now a curious fact appears. The cataloging work of libraries, hav-
ing begun with books-monographs-has tended by and large to sray

* Remarks made at the Dinner in observance of the 6oth Anniversarv of the cata-
Io8tng and classification section, American Library Association, sheraton-Mt. Royal
Hotel, Montreal, P.Q., Tuesday June zr, r916o.
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timeless card file.
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am -prepared to believe that a standard catalog, centrally created, could.
be devised that would for many libraries do a bitter job at much less cost
than the home-made product.

But the second result of our abnegation of responsibility for periodical
. than rhe first. It is that because of it
rackwarer of tradition-bound activity

i i":'ff :i:-TJ:,llJ:n i":xH".il:
there is now a mob'ization .,,",lXi?itt;:Jii"o"'?iffi1#"JiT:;

.s literature. What do we know about
sion, I fear we know too little. Is our
ltion of informational materials con-
r, I am afraid, too little. The people
and large from scratch, discovering
we have known for years, announc-

inven ting_ neologisms rike ..descrir:3.T,, tlt'"[ff$tt:1il q:LH,ilj
ladders"_for our age-old "subjecrheadings,"i'index-terms," and .,classifi-
cation schemes."

. While this is going on around us, we are still, in the name of our
single and timeless catalog trying to make traditional techniques con-
form in-spite of their resisiance t6'the comprexities of a modern a€ie, ro
rationalize and streamline our cataloging code, though in the full knowl-
edge that we may not be able to atroia io apply it #hen streamrined!

Let.me be specific. What do we know,^as a group, about the..per-
muted index" which has recently heen adopted oi an'experimental basis
by chemical Abstracts and which is under ionsideration iy the American
rnstitute 

-of Physics also-a form of indexing rhar can bJ performed by
machine but which seems to offer certain satiifactions to the users? what
do we know about the "data bank" which proposes to concentrate P
million documents in one room and interrogite ihem instantry through
an analysis ar the rate of.ten ter-rns_per docurient? why dicl a big aircrirt
company.give up its engineering ribrary in substitution for a mechanized
rntormatron center? These and other examples are all listed in the Na_
tional science Foundation's current Research and. Deaelopment in
Scientif ic Documentation,no..6, ndly rq6o. As a final example let me cite
the results of a test in machine indexing performed bv the' Ramo wool-
dridgg company in the literature of ,ruileur physics. This test was con-
trolled by. a parallel indexing-operation conducted in a physics library
with *aditional techniqner. fhe quesrions asked could all be answered
by source documents irrthe file. The machine was able to identify g6lo
of the source documenrs, the traditional techniq"", 

""ty 
gS7".

But r hear you say, this is ail very weil for thbse who'c# u'ito.a .o--
putors and such; we can not. This, I believe, is the point. We can,t in_
dividually afiord H. w. wilson or LC, but we each have H. w. wilson
and LC working for us (at least that is the theoryl)
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And so I come to the future of C & C. C & C has a great mission and

a great record of accomplishment in its mission. But i am sure that if

Ci C's record of accomplishment in the future is to equal that of its

past, it must recognize that in deal
graphs it is dealing with only part of
important part; that in confining its
organization of collections it is takinl
the same time the method of less g,
constiruency; and that if it is to achieve its mission of pr_oviding.the basis

and form of organization which make library mate-rials useful, it may

have to contemilate methods of cataloging, forms of catalog, and kinds

of central services as yet unattempted.
But just as Cutter'and Dewey and Putnam provided us with forms of

organizJtion which met the needs of their day (and many, still, of ours)

so I am sure that C & C, if it views its mission in ample telms, will dis-

cover forms of organization that will meet the challenge imposed by the

changing conditi6ns of publication and the demands o[ contemPorary

l i f e ' r s * { € * * *

But I would not have you think that the library worl-d is without

assistance in these and others of its problems. In the council on Library

Resources we get many ofiers of asiistance. Let me read you a letter I

received just the other daY:

Council on Library Resources,
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen:

I was for many years the chief engineer of a well-known firm gngaggq

in the development'of mechanical deiices. Although-now retired, I would

like to continue to apply my talents in the interesiof human welfare' and

feel that I can be useful in Your Prc
ideas which may interest You, and b
produced comparatively inexpensiv
the amounts needed for develoPmel

r. The Librarian's General-PuT
simple to develop. It would consist
librarian's shoes. These would be
which could be plugged into any ar
wearer to raise frimiff at will up to approximately a foot above his

natural height. Two principal purposes- ire envisaged' -(a) The device

would makJit possible for ittori librarians to reach books easily_ on-the

upper shelves. (indeed, the device might result in a new standard height

fo,. toot-rtrcks, producing enormouJ saving-s in building costs') (b) It

would enable libiarians w:ho have to meet the public to achieve a com-

manding stature, conducive to high morale and very useful for staring

down obstreperous customers, etc.
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Estimated cost, $r,5oo.
z. Pochet MicroBraile@ Li.brary. Arrhough ir is well known thar thehand is_quicker than_the-eye, libriries for some reason prefer the slower

organ. Nevertheless, r believe that they might benefit f;- ;il. p.ssibili-
ties of tactual communlcatlon.

- Just as Microcards@ contain a great dear of information in condensed
form which can be read by the eyeih.ough the use of a suitable magnifier,
so I believe it wilr be possible io develJp a suitabre magnifier to enabrethe fingers to read a kind of MicroBiaille@. Thi *8"rJ-"""ue thereference librarian to keep quite a ribrary in his p".r..i, unJ *nit. ,rr"customer was asking a question he
might, for example, t..p the catalog
Quotations in another,-and, the Dic
third. He w99ld rapidly get the repr
able person.) It is easy to extend the r
could keep-a MicroBrailre@ li6lurt tucked in their hair; then, whileseeming ro be patring their Iocks oi thoughtfully t..u,lrri.rg it.i, rr"ua,
they would be ieally Ending the nrrr..r. 

'

Estimated cost, $roo,ooo.
- g. Librarian's Bond-Issuer. rt has come to my attention that one ofthe great difficulties of promoting 

-Iibrary work consists rn persuaaing
municipal authorities to-authorize'bond-i'ssues on behalf of the library.
I propose to provrrte each librarian with a device with which he couldrssue nls own bonds as needed. This would solve most library problems.

Estimated cost, $5o.(the_price of a second-tta"a r"i-eogrupir ilachine;.
4- Library Re*uiting-Kit. rn ar the libraries r visit ?rr"i" i, a short-age of page-boys. This amazes me be

facilities as well as the incentive fo
page-boys; but a certain old-fashione
in the circumstances-seems to stand
these taboos by developing a special
braries could produce thiir o*., ,.
without offending any of the mores,
which should prove useful in commr

More recently, it has come to my attention that the recruitment of
. If this indeed is rhe case, the pro-
:d, because we wouldn't have to work

automatically. rn use, the sought reference would be displayecl in themachine a-s a.-r-aryet; the machine would then see rignt trt."'"gri irr. pug",of the book till it found the match to the target. By"a process Bf ,eroing-i.,
the particular.page would be found in a jifiy.

6. The Librarian's weed-KilIer. f-his is a spray which wourd be
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purpose the putting of books to their maximum use for the welfare of
mankind.

, 
If these pills were taken nightly by catalogers,

administrators also, who knowJ bui that the vision

the value of one good cataloger!
Sincerely,

(signed) R. Goldberg

and occasionally by
might really come

true!
Estimated cost,

Chian Small Du
ANonn Nrrrcr<r,

Processing Director
Joint Processing Department

Uniaersity of Michigan
Flint, Michigan

1|NE 
OF the perennial problems of any caralog department is that of

1_7 card reproduction.

- .- The Joint Technical Processing Deparrment of Flint Junior college
Library and Flint college of the u'niveisity of Michigan diurury finds ir
self in this position. The book trudget is approxiriately g5o,ooo.'The
stafi of the catalog department consisrs"of ry, iitarogert, 3 irritlti*e clerks,
and 6o hours a week of student help. To process an averag'e of r,roo
volumes a month, the department usei Libraiy of congress prlnted cata-
logs, the National unioi catalog, and a curient subsiription to the Li-
brary of congress proof sheets. the oep"rtment is unable to invest in
an expensive..card refroducing machine, and typing of cards by hand is
also costly..Library of congress printed cards hav-e b6en found to be costly
rn terms of both money and time.

rn searching for the most satisfactory solution, the staff of the Lib,rary
cator (CSD), manufactured in Notre
e decision was made to purchase the

fi ine measuring 8,, x Zy2rt x zz/,,. lt

m atic ej ec tor, re eder, e tc.) Th ere *"'":T:ili :f #":11 "$X?.ij" Xlol Xi",
any requiring special aftenrion. The only upkeep is to dust the machine
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and replenish the ink supply. The CSD does not require special knowl-

edge nor skill to oPerate it.
"Th" follo-ing are simple steps in the reproduction of cards:

r. Type the card on a special stencil, supplied by the T11:f1:T-r
ot'ttre CSD. (The stehcil is the same as usually used for mrmeo-

graphic purposes; it is pre-cut to f/n'!x gr73".size,fd edged {o1
easier handling- the cdrrections iti itte siencil can be made with

conection flufr; they do not afiect the apPearance of the fin-

J '

4-
5 .

ished card.)
Insert the stencil into the CSD
Insert a catalog card into the CSD, under the stencil

Press the knob on the toP
R*oo" the printed caid; the ink dries rapidly and does not

smear.

Librarv Resources & Technical Seruices

Thef i rs tCsDmachineusedbyth isLibrarywasnot-sat is factory.The
pad in the machine was dry in some Par$ and too wet in others; the ink

hid ,rot come through evenly. It wis necessary to ink each stencil in'

dividually, creating feat difficulties. The work was not economical' and

it was difficult to keeP it clean.
The manufacturer replaced the machine, and the new machine has

performed satisfactorily. it should be stressed, however' that the overall

I"}rit-.i rrt" .utat, aithough satisfactory, is not as good as the quality

o'i.ut.it reproduced by the Multilith machines' The Library plans to con-

tinue to uie the wtuttitittr machine for reproduction of reference sets re'

quiring a large quantity of cards (e.g. series cards)'

The main difficulties encountered in the use of the CSD are as follows:

r. Finding the best typewriter for the stencil' The electric type-

writer iots too aeeffy into the stencil; some manual typewriters

do not cut enough. The solution came with time' through prac-

tice and exPerience of a tYPist'

z. Storage of tlhe CSD while not in use' The dryness- and warmth of

the office has a definite efiect upon the pad' This Library dis-

covered that the window sill ii the best place to store the

machine, particularly over the week-end'

g. Allowing'enough time fo-r th^e-Tk to.penetrate the pad' The in-

srructioris for tfie use of the CSD read: "fi]I the reservoir . . . and

replace the knob immediately." This Library discovered that the

instructions should. read: ..fiil the reservoir . . . and replace the

knoba f te r the inkd i sappea rs in to thepad . ' ' Th i sp rocessmay
last as long as 5 minutes'

4. Keeping tle q"uality of work consistent' It seems as though on

cert;iniays the inking process is defective. It becomes necessary

to run a l'arge numbe"rtf scratch cards through--the CSD until

the pad is ev"enly wet. This Library is u-nable to disgovgr the real

.u,rri" fo, this; it might be the quality of the ink, defective inking
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apparatus, a defective pad, or climatic condrltions of the office.
5. The ink pad cannor be ieplaced since the machine is made in one

piece. The CSD will have to be discarded if the pad becomes
' Ioose, dry in some parts, or worn out after short use]x

) for the last six months, steadily in-
rced from 24 sets the first month to
g. The CSD appears to be a useful
ce and a certain amount of experi-
rds of operation.

irh.e followin_g is the cost analysis of csD, Multilith, hand-typed cards,
."U ttbt"rt 

", """* 
r t cards.

CSD Multilith Hand
Typed

LC Cards*

Labor
Stencil
Cards (8)

$ :0925
.0460
.0400

$.2044**
.0181
.0400

$.  sz

.04 $  .42

l.T9 *! 
"pplies 

ro orders with full inforrnation supplied,
- 

*.* T!. Library does not o'wn nor operate ttre tuuitilith machine. The card repro-
duction job is contracted outside,.and the Library pays for labor costs only as charged
by the outside firm' The depreciation and maintenaice of the Multilith -uihin. are no!
included in this cost analvsis.

Total . 1 7 8 5 .2625

* Editor's note. The latest models have
possible.
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The above cost is esrimated on the basis ot clerical help at $r.5o.an

hour. It should be remembered that any mechanical card reproduction

is cheaper than hand-typed cards t ecause of the saving of time in card

revision' 
* ir tt ,s ,r ,r t€ ,€ ik N*

numbers only. Its cost is $zg.5o.

THE POLICY AND RESEARCH COMMITTEE

of the

ACQUISITIONS SECTION

URGES

Each Library to Report at Regular Intervals

Its Acquisitions of Microfilms-both negative and positive films-of mono-

gaphs, serials, and manuscriPts

to

Eleanor Este CamPion, Director

Union Library Catalog of the

Philadelphia MetroPolitan Area

36th and Woodland Avenue

Philadelphia, PennsYlvania

for inclusion in the

UNION LIST OF MICROFILMS
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i Periodical Sets and the World Marker, of,
Life In a Rubber-Boot Factorv

Ilenoro J. MesoN
Assistant M&nager

Kraus Periodicals, Inc., N. Y.

The plan was ro allocate the majority of my time to the four dominant
gompanies of the_ periodicals field: r Kraus periodicals, rnc., walter J.
Johnson, Inc., and the H. W. Wilson Comp.any, all of New york, and J. 

"S.
canner and company of Boston. The remiining time would. skimpily,"but
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sincel

The World of Periodicals
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does, the manifold complexities will continue to exist and collectively to
form the fascinating woild of periodicals.

The Periodicals Dealers
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Upon searching the literature, Mr. Shaw discovered that his memory was
quite sound.

This "blackout" of the entire periodicals area has existed and exists
for different reasons on each side. From the dealers' standpoint it can be

good percentage of his funds are spent in this area.
Cocktail parties and small dinners at the major conventions &re an

attempt, of sorts, at public relations, trut information rather than enter-
tainment is of paramount importance. My own company, for example,
at the last Medical Library Association meeting in New York transported
librarians by the busload to our Mamaroneck warehouse to show them our
plant and to explain our problems and our way of doing business. The
letter response after this visit, from medical librarians all over the coun-
try, was overwhelming and extremely gratifying.

From the librarians' standpoint the laxity is equally culpable, but far
less understandable. It is to me beyond imagination why some enterpris-
ing doctoral candidate has not rushed into this virgin territory to explore
and explain and to perform a really original piece of research. And why'
with all of the committees and sub-committees of the American Library
Association, has not one (even on a sub-sub-level) ever been appointed to
investigate the area? With literally millions of dollars annually being
poured into this most important phase of acquisitions, it is difficult to
understand how it can be ignored.

If all of the above sounds strange coming from a dealer (nd librarian),
let it be emphasized that such an enlightenment could only be considered
healthy. A linowledge and an understanding of the dealers' activities and
problems would not only help to clarify some badly and incorrectly-
stated facts,6 but would. also make for a smoother working arrangement
between acquisition departments and dealers. The word "investigation"
is intended, of course, to denote here academic investigation, but I know
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The Operations of a periodicals Dealer
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Here, in a three-story brick building twenty miles.n-ortheast of the city ' ' '

are stocked technicai, scientific, and scholarly serial publications in every

language in which such material has ever bien printed' of every date at

which it has been p"urirn.a, and issuing from iny conceivable place of

publication.s

Mr. Winterich excludes only "and in every possible fonnai in which it has

been seen or imagined"-a factor which further contributes to our shelv-

indispensable.
f^o teep this prodigious operatiox f-rom disintegrating.into.utter chaos

,.q"ir.t u iurge ;d w|lt-trainea s1uff of specialists and technicians' Recog-
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nizi-ng this fact at the ourset (some fifteen years ago) the Manager, Fred-
erick Altman, and Mr. Kraus 

lgreed .tpott u basii irrincipte ot-aeuetop-

i:llf*.the 
Company. Believing as they then did iana siitt do) that an

organrzatron is orly as effective as are the people who are involved in its
operation, they hired, trained, and experirnented. with subject and lan-

:loped a basic core around which the
t additions to that nucleus, resulting
raordinary success of the business to

ay proved the theory sound. At the present time
. ple are involved in one way or another in helping

to carry out the activities of Kraus periodicals and'its affiliates. It is a ivelll
knil Sfo-up, and the clearly-delineated divisions of ,.rporrribitity and

:|i""":f 
authority are regulited. to a degree of efiectiven"ri .orrrpuruUt" to

rnat ot ttre best operated businesses.
There is, however, one salient feature which difierentiates our com-

rg operation; simply, we are not pri-
we are ofiering for sale knowledge

Hf::ffiIlt'ff:*T,:XrX::
rgrowth.

,-^.^t^1"t:]" 
sprte ot its presentsize, the organization does not disintegrate;

rnsread' rt continues to flourish and becomes more efficient. Every ifiort
is made- to improve the stock and stock records, to build hundred-vorume
sets-with 

-every issue and title-page-ind.ex included, to make catalogs more
readable for and meaningful to librarians, to assure the correctn"rr 5f .rr"ry
bibliographic entry-in-shorr, to 

"*purrd 
and deverop uotrr q;uiitutioet;,

as well as quantitatively.

. r have, admittedly, presented onry an outrine and sketch of the activi-
:]1s 

ot a large periodicals dealer. r have hardry scratched rhe surface. r
have not even approached many points which are for us, the dealers, the
mosl rnterestilg 

in our daily operations. I would like to discuss many
more aspects of this complex business: the actual methods and practices oi

l"llig 
and selling peribdicals; the theories behind the prep'arations of

:atal:,gs; 
the compering media of microfilm, microcards, )ierigraphy and

1ow- t[ey have affected our business; rhe rerationship of the uiitea States
Book E-xchang_e and other exchange unions with tlie periodicars dealers;
our feelings about the present movements of co-operition among Amer-
ican libraries; the European and. Asian periodicals'dealers; the emergence
of the specialized colleciions; the standaids and philosophies behind"peri-
odicals acquisitions. 

fhgse are merery a few subjear tirut io-" to mind
among th-e many that I think would be of interesito practicing librarians.

,_.^*j:11y, 
as 

.4rrac1i9ing 
pedodicals dealers these and rehLa subjects

rnterest us greatly at Kraus periodicals. unfortunately during the rush
of business hours-the days, the nights, the weekends, for tf,ere never
seem to be -enough hours-these topics are never discussed fully. until
1ece1tf1 it had been all practice and no theory. But about u-y.ut 

"goFred Altman decided to do something about this and beg.n a'series of
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informal weekly meetings. Conducted in the form of a seminar, about a

d.ozen members of the ,ffi dir.nr* in detail topics of interest to all of us.

we all think it a lot of fun. certainly we feel that it is the only seminar

in the world. conducted exclusively in the field of periodicals' And we are

constantly surprised at the u-oont of subject matter there is to be

examined.

r. r have never hear<l this area 
", 

,r.T:"":::11d propetly or satisfactorily designated'
,.Back number," "back issue," "back fiIe," "old magazine" dealers are incorrect' mrs-

Ieading and downright undignified descriptions; thJGerman Zeitschriften aktiquariat

is adeq"uate, but trairslated p"erhaps a little pompous. I shall use the term "periodicals

dealeris),, rhroughour-subiription agents ind Look dealers being properly difierenti-

ated by their own distinctive appellations'

z. Three good articles on this subject:
Colburn, E. B. "Mutual Prodlems of Serial Agents and Librarians". Serial Slants'

r:zo-96. October rg5o.
Davis, A. H. ..The Suiscription Agency and the Library; Rrsponsibitities and Prob-

lems from the Dealer'sViewpoint." Serial Slants, r:r4-19' October r95o'^.

Lessing, Ralph. ,.subscription Problems as seen by an Agent." serial slants' 4:5'7'

. January t953.

3. O"do*, 1.l. n."ierrot Publications; Their Place anil Treatment in Libraries. Chicago,

American Library Association, 1955.

4. Abrahams, Jack.',.A Forward L66i. at Back Periodicals." Serial Slants,4:7-rr. January

r953.
st a.i,"i<. B. ,,periodical Acquisition policies.,' aslib Proceeiliregs, 5:8r-85..May 1953'

Vickery, B. C. ,,periodical Sets: What Should You Buy?" Aslib Proceedings' 5:69'74'

May 1953.

5.  Shaw, op.  c i t . ,  P.8r .
6. Browrr,'C. i.-Zibrory Resources in Selected Sci,entific Subiects at Louisiana State

Uniaersity. Baton Rouge, L.S.U' Libraryt r9!o'.p' 3'

7. Henshaw, F. H. and Kirth, W. H. "Deiler Rating System at LC"' Library Resources

b Technical Seraices, r:r3r-136. Summer rg57'

8. Henshaw, oP. cit., P. 46.
g. wirrt.rl.lr, i. r.;.tut". a Bow: H. p. Kraus." pu,blish.ers' weehly, 177:6o-6r. January

4, tg6o.

RUSSIIN BIOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN TRANSLATION

sian monographs in biologY'
Additional informatioi'may be obtained from the American Institute of

Biological Sciences, zooo P Street, N.W., Washington 6' D' C'
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The Program of the Joint Committee
on the Union List of Serials.

F. BrnNrcE, Fru-n, Head

y a t e rr n iu e r s 0,, f,:lf jif ," ;r?;e#:#;?,:;

InrnooucTrou
-fqE. YTA.R yggg/6o has been one of fulfillment for the menibers

r ot tne Jornt committee on the Union List of serials; for, after three
years of p]anniry and considerarion of possibre progtu*r-tor union listcontrol of serials, they now see in opeiation tri. p"ogtu- *hi.r, ,h"ydeveloped.

--The plans of the Committee have evolved from an initial program
calling for complete bibliograpiicar contror of all seriar p,rtli.utiorrr, ut
a cost wtrich proved to ue prohinitive, to one which we berieve wilr bepractical, not too much of u b,trd.n on the contributing- iibourier, arrdfor which we were able to secure financial supporr.

.1h-" R-rgg.um is two--pr9"g"_d: It provides hrst for the publication ofa third edition of the tin;oi r;st oj seriars, to include information re-
ff..:91p:.":illt 

up to 
?b-o, and_, secondly, for the expansion of iew serial1t'ttres' whrch now incrudes onry serials that began publication in r95o orlater, to be a continuing rupplement to the third edition. rn other words,the third edition ottniui;on List of serialswilr be the final revision ofthis very'seful work:-henceforth the changes in pre-rgbo seriars and newtitles of this period will be found in New Sirial fitks.""

A.year ago in washington announcement was made that the councilon Library- Resources had granted fi244,6y to the Joint committee to
:il? ".-lr.jhisprogram 

and that tne iitriry of Corigress woula do theworK ror the Lrommittee under the supervision of Johln cronin, Director
in August Edna Mae Brown, Head
ataloging Division, Library of Con-
rw edition, and work got under wav.
cies relating to this third edition, on

total program. 
te place of New Serial Titl,es in the

* Paper piesented ar meeting of the serials secrion, ALA-RTSD, Montreal, June22, 1960.
** Miss Field is ALA Representative on the Joint Committee.
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Tnr THrno EprrroN oF THE IJNToN Lrsr or Snnrer-s

Poli,cies and Plans

The third edition of the (Jnion List of Serials will not be a complete

revision of the second edition; for the Joint Committee not only has not

the funds for rhis, but also it iecided tf,at it could not ask libraries to do

es in the second edition and its sup-

already sent in. To this will be addec
rial which began prior to January r, r95o, and which is within the scope

of the (Inion"Lisi,as defiied inihe second edition. This latter is being

gleaned from records in the National Union Catalog, tlrre Sout,heastern

Sipptr*rrt to the uniin List of Serials, a3{ repgrtsjlomPartigipating
iitlrier, including the National Library of Canida' The new titles' esti'

mated at about r5,ooo in number, are being listed in a checking edition

which is to be sent to contributing libraries'

Changes and Ad'd.itional Locition's' The prospectus,gf the 
-third 

edi

tion of t1,e (Jnion ffii- il Str;als, which *ui t.ttt to all cooperating li

r*ti.t, gave the d";ih ;i ,h. pt""t for this edition; but apparently

libraries did not understand its statements about the recording o{ changes

irr notaittgt and additional locations, for many libra,ri1 
Ylltl 

are re-

p"** tJ tfre Unioi Li'st fot the first time seem to have the idea that

"t 
"i, 

,i*U"l and holdings *iti te added to the titles in the second edition

andi tssupplementsfor"a l l t i t lestheysendin.other l ibrar iesappearto

"-*.f 
ttJ inita edition ro carry a revision of their holdings for every

title they have ever rePorted.
In view of this *it""a"ttonding, it should be made clear that only

*o1i.hurrg", in froiaings of titles;ow recorded in the second edition

and its supplements, such as the trar

be made in the third edition. It wil

changes in holdings. Additional loce

braries since the second edition and

be recorded in the third edition only

ten or more locations for a title ha

edition or its supplements, additionr
considered both desirable and necessary, e'g', because of geographical

considerarions. The p"rp"r" of this policy resiriction is to avoid the need

to record u, 
"*..*il"ti 

t"ig" 
""*'ber 

of locations for commonly held

tirles; also, the Joint C6**i,,." considers that in most instances ten lo-

cations are sufficient.
Thusl ibrar iesthatarereport ingtotheUnionListofser ia lsProject

*uy ,ut. time and ;;";y foi' tn91"s9.Wes as well as the editorial staff of

,t 
"' 

,fri.a edition Uy repottittg holdings, of titles already -li*ed 
in the

ii;o, Zist only *frlrrii*.. tfian ten iibraries have already been listed
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as having holdings or when the coverage of their geographic region is
poor. Libraries are encouraged to send in information about changes in
title or heading, however.

Neu Titles. Reports on new titles will be added to the third edition
uP to the time of final editing and will include titles which are not listed
in the checking edition. Repbrts received after rhe final editing will be
recorded in New Serial Titles.

Checking Edition. The Project plans ro issue the checking edition of
new titles in four parrs, and cooperiting libraries are request;d to search
and return reports of their holdings to the Project withln three months
after receipt of each part. At this time, new titles not included in the
checking edition but discovered in the course of searching should also
be reported.

Publication The Editor expects to begin final editing of the titles
about April r, 19,6r, and to have copy ready for the printer about De-
cember 3r, r96r. Publication of the third edition is expetted in the spring
of  rg6e.

._Participating Libraries. It is hoped that approximately 8oo libraries
will participate in the new edition of the unioi List. All libraries which
contributed information to the second edition and its supplements and
contributors and subscribers to Neu serial Titxes have been invited to
participate.

Report on Progress

Miss Brown, the editor of the third edition, issues monthly reports to
the members of the Joint Committee on the progress and problemi of the
Project. A brief summary of some of the information contained in these
will show what a monumental task the issuance of this edition is, even
though it is not undergoing a complete revision.

Removal of Cards From the Union Catalog. The first phase of the
work was the removal of cards for serial entries from the National Union
Catalog. At the ALA Midwinter Meeting, Miss Brown reported to the
Joint Committee that all serial entries except documents had been re-
moved from the Union Catalog-approximately S1o,ooo cards. She also
had in hand at that time some g5,ooo cards from participating libraries-
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and more have come in since then-from which new titles for the check-
ing edition are being chosen and from which changes in the second edi-
tion and its supplements will be made.

(Jnion List Symbo.Ls. One of the early problems which the Project had
to solve was the variation between the symbols for location used by the
Union List of Serials and those used by the National Union Catalog. Since
the third edition is to be a cut-and-paste job in so far as entries in the
second edition and its supplements are concerned, the Project can not
change the symbols already used in the Union Li.st to those used by the
National Union Catalog; but new reports which come in carry the new
symbols. By decision of the Joint Committee the reprinted entries will
retain the Union Zesf symbols, with new entries using the National Union
Catalog symbols. In the explanation of the syrnbols on the end papers or
elsewhere of the third edition, both sets will be given; e.g., University of
Virginia, which is VU in the Union List and ViU in the National Union
Catalog, will have both of these given in the list of symbols, and both will
be used in listing holdings in the body of the publication.

Preparation of Checking Edition. The Project staff is now searching
the entries withdrawn from the Union Catalog and those received di-
rectly ftom libraries against the Union List of Serials and its supplements
to find new titles and is selecting and editing these for inclusion in the
checking edition. Some titles are being rejected as not within the scope
of the Union Ze'st; these will be kept in a separate file at the Library of
Congress for possible future union list activities. The stafi is also assem-
bling records of changes and deletions of holdings, bibliographical
changes, and additional locations for incorporation into the third edition.

Miss Brown reports that the A-C section of the checking edition will
be sent to libraries in July, the D-K section in September. The Joint Com-
mittee joins her in urging you to do your checking promptly and to re-
turn each section to the Library of Congress within the specified three-
month period. This is essential if the publication schedule is to be
maintained.

Nnw Srnrer Trrr-ns

New Serial Titles a Supplement to the Union List of Serials.
At the time of the beginning of the final editing of the third edition

of the Union Li,st of Serials, New Serial Titles, which gives information
about serials that began in rg5o or later, is to be expanded to include in-
formation about pre-r95o titles that are within the scope of the Union
List. New Serial Titles will then become the permanent continuing suP-
plement to the third edition and will record additions and changes of
titles and holdings in the third edition and also new titles not included
therein but coming within its scope.

It is unnecessary to describe the scope of New Serial Titles or to out-
line the history of its development; this was covered thoroughly and ably
by Mrs. Mary Ellis Kahler in a paper given at the Serials Section meeting
in San Francisco in rg58 and published in the Spring rg5g issue of Ze-
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bra.ry Resources and Technical Seruices (pages t4b-r4g).There are some
points about New Serial Titles which should be brought to your atten-
tion, however.

Importance of Librari,es Reporting

_ First, the Joint Committee would like to emphasize the importance of
having all libraries whose holdings are important and whose ieports will
enrich the bibliographical resources of Neu serial Titles become active
contributors. Although the cooperation of all libraries which are mem-
bers of the Association of Research Libraries insures the inclusion of the

lajor research libraries in NST, there are still a number of sizable public
libraries and some important special ones which are not reporting-. The
second edition of the (Jnion List of Serials and its two supplements re-
corded holdings of 65o libraries, while New Serial Titles-now receives

"! +9 Union List is published. There will be no going back to pick up
added locations after the ten-year cumulations are issued, so we urge you
to help make NSZ as useful a tool as the (Jnion List of Serials by sending
in reports of titles and holdings that you have for post-lg4g serials.

Number of Subscribers

Secondly, we wish to call your attention to the fact that there are now
only 879 subscribers to New Serial Titles. The second edition of the
Union List and its first supplement sold z,5oo copies. With New Serial
Titles servine as a continuing supplement to the Union List,it seems to
the members of the Joint Committee that there should be at least z,5oo
subscribers to New Serial Titles. What accounrs for the difference of
r,6oo libraries? The answer that many of you will probably give is the
cost. Fifty-five dollars per year plus postage out of i timited book and
serials budget is a sizable amount. But, if you realize that henceforth Neu
Serial Titles will be your only approach to posr-rg4g serials, both for
bibliographical information and for holdings, and that, after the third.
edition of t}:'e Union List of Serials appears, it will also be the only publi
cation to give information about changes in pre-r95o titles, perhaps you
will reconsider. The subscription price includes both the monthly is-
sues and the annual cumulations; the latter are not sold separately.

t 96o Ten-Y ear C unztr,Iation

The third point which the Joint Committee wishes to emphasize is
that the 196o annual cumularion, to be issued in 196r, will be a ten-year
cumulation that will supersede all earlier cumulations of New Serial
Titles. It will bring together in one alphabet a complete listing of all
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seParately.

Classed Subiect Arrangement ol NST

Your attention should also be called to the classed subject arrange-

ment of New serial Titles, which is issued monthly at a subscription rate

of $z5.oo per year. Although the subject classification numkrs appear in

the regular alphabetical isires, it is ohly in the classed issues that the sub-

publication.

SuuuanY

In summary, the Joint committee on the Union List of serials urges

you to .ooperuie witti the Union List of Serials P-roject to Produce a third

.ditiotr of ihe (Jnion Li.st that will be as valuable a tool as we can make

it, and not only to report your serial holdings to New Serial Titles but

also ro subscrib'e to it.-Your supporr of NST is needed both in supplying

information and financially. New serial Titles will be only a9 important-a

tool in union list of seriail control as you, the contributing libraries, will

make it.
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Documents at the Air Force Cambridge
Research Center Technical Library

Menv D. QurNt
Army Librarian

Seoul, Korea*

pattern in scientific information.
Managing this flood of informational wealth within the framework of

library procedures, which are contorted by security considerations; has
been the responsibility of seven of the twenty-three members of the Tech-
nical Library stafi. Organizationally the Library comprises three sections:
Acquisitions, Processing, Reference and Circulation. The Documents Unit
is part of the Reference and Circulation Section. But, typical of the ability
of documents to invade the host organism, every part of the Library is
concerned with documents in some form.

"Documents" in the usage of the Cambridge Research Center have
been officially described as "Technical Documentary Reports":

"Reports containing information required or prepared for the specific
purpose of recording for future use and assimilation into research and
development the significant technical and scientific results and con-
clusions of military and contract activity."

Although certain of these reports have security value and are therefore
"classified," they are all related to the primary research interest of the
Center and have been supported and produced with government research
monies. Also considered "documents" by the Center are materials received
on exchange from foreign governments, universities, or research organiza-
tions as serials or data series within this same concept for convenience in
control. Center requests for foreign materials or foreign requests for pub-
lications on gifts or exchange must be processed by Intelligence channels,
so that these materials also are closely related to documents in acquisition,
handling, and control.

* Miss Quint was fonnerly Supewisory Librarian, Serials/Monographs Unit, Air
Force Cambridge Research Center Technical Library, Bedford, Mass.
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Not only are the materials and the methods of acquisition complicated,
but it is also important to consider some of the special characteristics of
documents before proceeding to a discussion of their processing in the
Technical Library. Documents in this broad sense have an endless variety
of {orms. They are fathered by an anay of independent agencies, they are
completely undisciplined in their production, they are inadequately in-
dexed or not indexed at all, they have a high initial demand and often
a sharply-waning decline and oblivion, they are distributed in what can
only be kindly described as an absent-minded fashion, they live and die
without regard to the researcher's need and are often disowned by the
agencies which originated them, and they are further likely to be rein-
carnated in various forms like some hydra-headed monster. And in every
facet of their being they challenge the usual resources of libraries and
reference aids.

In spite of all this, they are absolutely essential to proper research in
the sciences. Even though they range in value from the newsworthy to the
scholarly treatise, they typically represent a mass of knowedge too recent
to be available in the scholarly journals and still too experimental to have
been tested in general application. To illustrate the processing of this
material in the Technical Library, the procedures of the Document IJnit,
rather than that of the Library as a whole, will be described.

When documents are received, they are assigned an accessions number,
and a temporary main card is prepared on duplicate slipa by the docu-
ments catalogers. One copy of the slip is sent to the documents room for
a temporary shelf list while the second is used as the basis of the accessions
list. Elch list includes one hundred documents. The list, typed on multi-
lith master, is both the basis for the printed cards and for the accessions
list. Fifteen copies of each card are made, and more than six thousand
documents are cataloged each year.* Added entries, which average eight
in number, include contract number, project name, project and task num-
ber, individual author and series information.

Documents cards are filed in the Documents Catalog, which is separate
from the main library catalog and located in the documents vault area. It
is used by the documents staff rather than by the public. Cards are anno-
tated to indicate disposition of material to the Serials Unit or to the Li-
brary Cataloging Section, with additional notes on reports available also
on microcards and on the destruction of titles.

* Ed,itor's Note: Miss Quint later reported that "cards are now being reproduced by
a photostatic process and reproduced in units of z4 cards."
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example, is supplemented by special biographical compendia, which
greatly extends its usefulness. Access to many such "classihed" reference
tools is possible only by those who have both the 'lneed-to-know" and who
follow proper security procedures for using this material. To establish
their right to use such a classifi.ed documents unit, they must have prior
clearance through their appropriate contract monitors, and this muit be
supported by written, rather than oral, approval.

The Library's general facilities are available on a reference and re-
search basis to the qualified public, for the library area is an "unclassified"
area within a restricted agency. The Library does not lend serials, but it
does lend books to those local libraries which can pick up and return mate-
rials. The library tries to service requests of other government agencies
and can send reproductions of serials requested. Through these services
to the individual and to the library, the Technical Library shares as fully
as possible in the informal atmosphere of mutual co-operation consistent
with its own security and Center responsibilities.

Editor Recommends

I(yle, Barbara. "Merits and Demerits of Various classification schemes for the
Social Sciences." Unesco Bulletin. for Libraries, 14: g4-6o. March_April 196o.

Miss Kyle reviews the general classification schemes (DC, uDc; Bliss, colon)
and special outlines in the social sciences according to such criteria as the order
of subjects, provisions for compound subjects, new subjects, and related subjects.
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M. Ruth MacDonald
ArrcB Psrrrs Pet-rrr, Head, Catalog Department

Ohlahoma State (Jniaersity Library, Stilluater

The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and, Classification is

awarded. in t96o to M. Ruth MacDonald for distinguished and de-

uoted setvice in the field of catalogtng and, classification as well as for
high id.eals and outstanding leailership which haue made a disti,nct

contribution touard, aduancement of the library profession as a whole.

fr Rurn MecDouelo was not born a cata-

I loger she soon became one, for in her
freshman year at the University of Wash-
ington, she was recruited frorn a class in li-
brary orientation to a job as student assist-
ant in the Catalog DePartment. With a B.S.
in L.S. from the University of Washington,
she went at once into cataloging, first in a
small college (Reed), then in a public library
(Seattle). Midway she paused for a year of
study at Columbia University. Her initiation
into head cataloging occurred in a small uni-
versity library (Idaho) whence she progtessed
to a larger university (Washington). Three
years later, in 1939, she moved out of home

territory and up to the position of Chief of the Catalog Department of a
large public library (DetroiQ. In r945 she moved, again eastward and up-
ward, to Washington, D. C. and a challenging position as Chief of the
Catalog Division in the (then) Army Medical Library, a position which
she held until the spring of 196o when she became Assistant to the Di
rector of the (now) National Library of Medicine.

Her work at NLM is well known, for it has been well reported. The
assignment was formidable: nothing less than the complete reorganiza-
tion, without interrupting service, of a century-old collection that was in-
creasing rapidly under an expanded acquisitions program. It is an indica-
tion of Ruth MacDonald's approach to cataloging that she accepted the
assignment as an opportunity, one rarely ofiered to catalogers: to start
over with a clean slate. It is a measure of her cataloging powers that by
the end of rg5z, the new catalog contained roo,ooo titles, the NLM card
service had been established, and published catalogs stood as a public
record of her achievement.

By rg5a, also, Miss MacDonald was able to accept a foreign assign-
ment. During the latter part of that year she acted as consultant in pro-
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cessing to the American Memorial Library in Berlin, a service rendered
especially valuable because of her broad'experience in public and re-
search libraries.

rt is remarkable that the years of Ruth MacDonald's most important
professional achievement were also the years of some of her most signifi-
cant work on behalf of the DCC. rn this field, as in her personal careet,
she had laid down a broad and firm foundation.

It was during the Forties that the DCC made its most spectacular
Progress. These were rhe years when the DCC became self-conscious, took

:uppolt n-ecessary to the exercise of that authority. These were the years,
indeed, when the DCC struggled to find, and to uitain, its proper plice in
the congress of librarians. Ruth MacDonard. was involvedln itt tirese de-
velopments, sometimes at the head, more often in the center. She was the

Underlying all Miss MacDonald's achievement is the warm human
spirit that animates it, and makes of it a devoted senrice. catalogers, in-
dividually and collectively, will rejoice in the award. of their 

"highest

honor to an old friend.
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Making a Catalog Department Manual'

Rosnnr B' Sr,ocuru
Associate C atalo g Librarian

C ornell IJ niuersit't Library, I thaca

t-FtHE FOLLOWING presents a brief history of the formulation of

I what calls itself: "a nearly complete and authoritative manual of

cataloging procedure" for the Catalog Department of the Colnell Uni

versity- I-iniary. It is hoped that it wiit be-hetpful to those who may be

contemplating a similar project.
.fhe Inroduction to-the Manual states: "Throughout its history the

Catalog Department operated with word-of-mouth instructions, memo-

randa ind 
^directives, 

ind some decisions and sample forms on [g " S]
cards." The situation had become so complex that an authoritative
account of present-day procedures was needed if new members of the cata-

loging staff lprofessional, semi-professional, and clerical) were to be

qnlct ty and aicurately indoctrinated and if the work of the Department

,ite.e to be consistent. The act of writing a manual was an opportunity for

thorough review of past and present policies.
A committee consisting ol the twb Associate Catalog Librarians and

three catalogers was formed to work on a manual. Members with varied

experience riere chosen in order that both old and new outlooks would be

this outline, which in its entirety covered eleven Pages:

Title page.
Preface.
Table of Contents.

I. Introduction.
A. History of the Catalog Department.
B. Organization of the Catalog Department.

II. Pre-cataloging procedures.
A. Acquisitions Department.
B. Typing Section.

III. Statistics.
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IV. Generalcatalogingprocedures.
A. New titles and editions.
B. Added copies, replacements, adcled volumes.
C. Rush books.
D. Revision.

_ E. Reproducrion of catalog cards and editing.
Reclassification.
Recataloging.
Area classification.
Pamphlet classificarion.
Theses.
Government documents.
Special materials.

A. Photographic reproductions.
B. Music.
C. Other.

Files and filing.
Special collections and special catalogs.
Cornell Un iversity Li braries.

A. State College libraries.
B. C-ornell University endowed college, school and departmental

libraries.

V.
VI.

VII.
VIII.

IX:
X.

xL

XII.
XIII.
XIV.

C. Independent school libraries.

_5Y. Serials Deparrmenr Felarionship to the Catalog Department.]
xvl. circulation Departmenr [relationship to rhe caralo$ Department.l

Appendix
A. General reference works.
B. Aids to cataloging and classification.

Index.
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copies were reproduced by Xerography and Multilith and distributed to

thi Library Stifi. T.he Committ& requested that the draft be read care'

fully for ctiti.it*, suggestions, and corrections which were to be written

andreturned to one of the Co**ittee members. Since this request evoked

little response, it was followed by a second note which brought forth some

comments.
For several weeks, the Committee, in session, carefully weighed every

criticism, correction, and suggestion ofiered by the Library Stafi' Many

of the items were accepted-ind incorporated into the Manual,' others

were rejected as inconsistent with the organization and Purpose of the

Manual. Whatever writing was necessitated by the accepted items was

done by the Committee evin as it focused its attention on the remaining

sectors of the oudine.
This second. half was chiefly concerned with areas of specialization

whictr often fell outside the ordinary routines of the Catalog Department.

Catalogers of special collections or materials were asked to wdte out de-

scripti6ns of their operarions and their spheres of responsibility, T.ft-e

Ediior read over these descriptions and, wherever necessary joined with

the authors on revision. In geheral, these 'final' drafts were not submitted

to all Library Stafi membeis for comment; however, they were read by

some of the librarians directly concerned with these special areas. T'hen

remaining sections of the outline were distributed to regular Committee

members.
The final sheets of the Manual were prepared by a professional typist

for eventual reproduction by Xerography and Multilith. The origin-al

typed copy received last-minute appriisal by the Chief Librarian, the

HLad of tire Technical Services Division, and the Catalog Department's

Chief. Approximately one hundred copies were run on pre-punched

paper. f.ie separate leaves were laid on long tables and were collated by

ieams from the Catalog Department clerical staff. The finished_product

was then distributed t6 Catalog Department personnel and other staft

members.
The Manual was two years in the making. Pressure of current work

within the Catalog Depariment, the death of the senior member of the

Editorial Commitiee, ind the illness of another editor forced postPone-

ments of varying lengths within rhis two-year period. Bu-t- the long

period of gestatio"n permitted reflection that a ha_sty job would not have

illowed. TYhe Library Administration gave the fullest support to the Com-

mittee's eftorts to carry the task to a successful conclusion. It is difficult

even to guess at the number of hours used by 4q"_Y-h. particiPated in

the writing of the Manua!-hours both on and off Library time'

The c"ommittee faced difficulties in the form of vague decisions,

policies that had to be set, and new apProaches that had to be approved.

th"r" things were settled in the weekly meetings of. the Head of the

Technical Services Division with his Department Chiefs and Associate

Chiefs, as well as in occasional sessions bf the Editorial Staff with the

Technical Services Head.
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Throughout the often exciting but also tedious adventure of piecing
together the Manual the Editors-followed closely the criteria of a uriel
article which had appeared just a few weeks before the committee meet-
rngs began.*

'slocum, Robert B. 'A Few words About catalog Department Manuals.,, Library
Resourccs and Technical Seraices, l:lBZ-13g. Summer rg57.
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may occasionally bypass
these expedients.

Only long experience
the Manual as a tool of
ment administration.

the Manual,' directives will carefully identify

will give us an indication of the effectiveness of

indocltrination and as an aid to catalog depart-

Proiect India
ANNc GnsnNwooo

Senior Cataloger

Uniaersity of California at Lo's Angeles

cards.

desperation.
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. !u.ft _day the typist was given a list of classification numbers to be
checked in the shelf list. The shelf list cards with these numbers which
showed main entries or tracings within the missing sequence were taken
by him from the shelf list aftei inserting for each 6ne i d.r.n*y showing
only the call number and the stamped l"egend "project rndia." h uant<ei
dummy for all the shelf list cards within ich classification number would
have saved time, but was not used because all the shelf list cards ibr that
number were not returned to the shelf list at the same time. rf the shelf
list card was a brief typed one, he followed the procedure described, in
the,preceding paragraph. rf the sherf list card wai a full typed card, the
replacementsr'ere typed, since it was found that searching thi rc catalogs
took too much time. rf the shelf list card was a printed oie, replacements

ngress.
Lrds whenever possible was made be-
ect was the time to be spent on it by
rt expense, and it was found that his
ty twice as high with printed cards as
were spent in typing LC orders, typ-
I cards after they arrived, typing full
:d cards, typing call numbers on shelf
dummies for the Catalog, and pull-

his quota of _4o compreted replace,o:f,JX?jli Hi* 
just able to meet

The cataloger's duties were much less time consuming-all she had
rly the typist with classification num-
uds. As it worked out, the typist did
ost of the wor:rying, for finding classi-
ed indeed, and called for real detec-
rt, because the classification numbers
d about r,g5o cards in the shelf list.
typist was replacing rhese, she would

she di dn, t. A t the e nd o f ro,,.,,, o., lilr" il?x'3jff 
t#:'ff 

l",'"","il iln:',
lack of classification numb,ers. This could have been-avoided if an order
had been-placed earlier for photostars made by the copyflo method of the
!,ooo cards from "rndependent s' thyough "rndian .oi'; in the catalog of
the Library of the University of califoinia at Berkeley. The makini of
these photostats was approved_ in principle ar rhe srart of the project,"but
they were regarded as a supplement to-the shelf list, catalogs, and other
resources at UCLA.

The first day's work.by the _cataloger revealed that the missing cards
were abnormal in consisring almost entirely of subject cards. T-ire LC
author catalogs listed only three personal names: rn der Gand, rndermaur,
and rnderwick, which meanr the main entries and added entries to be
replaced would be almost all for the country of rndia. A hasty check
through the DS 4oo-boo section of the shelf list, where most of these would
fall, showed the proportion of these to be tiny. Title cards beginning with
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for all subjects divided by country. This tentative list was then checked
by her against the shelf list file to see if any cards with these numbers
showed missing cards among their tracings. If not, the classification num-
bers were deleted from the list. If a card record of suggested numbers with
the final outcome had been kept from the beginning, the same possible
numbers would not have been checked over and over again.

Next, the cataloger listed the classification number of every entry
within the missing sequence in the LC author catalogs and every one of
the missing subject headings in the LC subject catalog, and then checked
the shelf list to see if there were any shelf list cards with those numbers
that showed missing cards. It was found advisable to check also the classi-
fication numbers before and after the ones listed.

The cataloger next turned to the Cumulatiae Book Index and the
Title Index of. Books in Print for titles within the missing sequence. The
author's name had to be listed for each title, in order that she might
check the author's name in the Public Catalog to see if the book was in
the library, and, if so, whether missing cards were among its tracings. This
search took so much time and was so unproductive that it was soon aban-
doned.

By this time, the typist had finished the DS 4oGboo section of the shelf
list. The branch and departmental libraries, which have their own'cata-
logs, furnished lists of the call numbers shown on the cards in their cata-
logs within the missing sequence, and the typist worked on these. By the
time he had replaced them, the three branch libraries which have only
main cards in the Catalog had supplied replacements, and the typist was
ready to start the cataloger's list of classification numbers.

The two liabilities of the shelf list approach to the replacement prob-
lem had become evident. Because brief shelf list cards do not show added
entries and title tracings, some missing cards in these categories were not
replaced trecause the shelf list seemed to show no tracings within the miss-
ing sequence. The other and more important difficulty was inherent in the
cataloging practice of making the classification number represent only the
first subject heading assigned to a book. Additional subject headings may
have no connection with the classification number, and the search for
these additional subject headings was arduous, and involved some wild
guesses. For instance, since a traveler going to India might first have gone
to Chirta or Nepal or Afghanistan and had his book classified under those
countries, the entire DS section of the shelf list covering all of Asia and
the Middle East was examined.

The entire H-HJ part of the shelf list was examined for cards that
would yield rNonx NUMBERS (ncoNorurcs) as an additional subject heading.
TNDETERMINATE SENTENcE, INDEx LTBRoRUM pRoHrBIToRul,t, and TNDErEND-

ENT TREAsuRy were such narrow subjects that it was felt they would not
be combined with other subjects and would not be found as additional
subject headings. By accident the cataloger discovered additional sub-
ject headings in the two trays of cards in the Catalog before and after
the stolen trays, and these trays were then checked card by card with huppy
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results. In the process, a number of title cards were found, most of them
dealing with Indians of North or South America. llhe shelf list aPproach
was also unsuccessful in finding title cards in general, because there is
often no correlation with the classification number and with the titles of
fiction in particular. The most complete replacement was attained for
main and added entries and the least complete for additional subject
headings and for t it les.

At the beginning of the fifth month the photostats arrived from Berke-
ley. They proved to be a great help and filled the last gaps. When they had
been checked and used, the Project was called to a halt at the end of the
fiscal year when it was felt that the small number not yet replaced did not
warrant its continuance, and that further missing cards could be spotted
by chance during the normal use of the Catalog.

Over a period of 9 months, an average of 6 hours' work a day had pro-
duced 3,8oo replacement cards in addition to a normal increment of 3oo
cards for new books. The Project was helped by the making of the photo-
stats and the decision to use printed cards whenever possible. It was hin-
dered by not stamping "Project India" on each shelf list card that yielded
missing cards and by not making, until four months after the start, a
master file of cards showing the call number of each replacement. If the
estimate of 4,ooo stolen cards was correct, some 2oo cards are still missing;
but the only way to replace all cards would be to check every card in the
shelf list, and, where the shelf list card was brief, the corresponding main
card, and it was decided at the start that this was not economically feasible.

LAW CLAS,SIFICATION SCHEDULE

The Los Angeles County Law Library Class K schedule for the classification
and shelf arrangement of law books is used in an ever-increasins number of Ii-
braries. A recent survey among recipients of Class K indicates that it is used with
or without local adaptations at rz libraries; it is used in part or as a guide or
for comparison or consultatiori in the development of oiher classification schemes
in rr libraries; itsJuture use has been decided on oris in prospect in 8 libraries
and under study in 3 additional libraries; 6 library schools use it actively for
purposes o{ instruction and 3 libraries for advising other libraries when re-
quested for advice on classification. An additional 5 libraries have indicated
that they would have used Class K it it would have been available at the time
when their collections were cataloged.

Class K is based on the Benyon Classification Class K (1948) and has been
issued by the Los Angeles County Law Library as its own system of classification
in editions of rg5r, 1956 and ry59.-William B. Stern, Forei,gn Law Li,brarian,
Los Angeles County Law Library, Los Angeles.
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A New Look at the Cataloging of Microfilm
DuNceN BnocrwRv

Order Librarian, Speer Library
Princeton Theological Seminary

pean librarians have not paid much attention to it, at least not in print.
It is the American librarians who have been vocal.

The first reaction of librarians to this new medium was conservative.
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that most of this information, if recorded, belonged on the container
rather than on the card since it was of more use to the librarian who

had to choose the correct microfilm reader than it was to the borrower.

will happen."
The majority of the other articles add little constructive to the solu-

tion of the"problem. Most mention cataloging briefly_while they-prefer

to treat the entire problem of the handling of microfilm. By and large

they all say the same thing-it poses difficulties.
In r94g the Library of Cottgrett Rules for Descri,ptiue Cataloging-

appeated with a total of one page devoted to microfilm.s As the second

attd mort authoritative set of iules on microfilm cataolging, these ought

Time and time again throughout the literature the principle is enun-

ciated that microfilm is to be tiandled as much like a book as it can be.
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a considerable distance from the original tendency to place on the card
everything that could be found out about the film, and although we have
had'mucli discussion over how much of this information should appear
on the card and how much should apPear on the box in which the film

is housed, we still cling to some aspec[s of description of the film. If the
lack of literature on tha subject one way or the other lecently is an indica-
tion, we are either satisfied with this present state of things or have ceased

to give it any thought. The notation whether the microfilm is positive
or negative and the-recording of the width when it deviates from 35mm
are examples of this.

Certain parallels can be drawn between the processes connected with
the publicatlon o[ material in a book and the publication of material on

a film that show that microfilm is a form of publication in the same sense
that a book is a form of publication. (The asPects pertaining to the micro-
film will be mentionedhrst.) The book which is filmede corresPonds to

the author's manuscript which the book publisher receives. The place-of
publication of the bobk corresponds to the place where the manuscript-was 

written. The publisher of the book is the same as the author who did

the writing or the typist who did the typing of the manuscriPt.-The date

of publicaiion equaiJ the date that the manuscript was finished- The num-

bei of pages of the book corresponds to the number of pages of the manu-

script. The place where the filming was done is the same as the place of

publication bt ttre book. The filming agency equals the publisher. The

iate of the filming corresponds to the date of publication. The collation
of the film, if it his any, cbrresponds to the collation of the book. The au-

thor and title remain the same throughout both processes. The microfilm

is a new edition of the work which previously appeared in book form.

This fact helps to point out more clearly the path rthich should be fol-
lowed if the principle that microfilms are to be cataloged like books is to

be followed with complete consistency.
A clear recognition that publication on microfilm constitutes a new

edition is hamfered by the presence of the attributes of the original

edition. In the usual definition of edition, one element is a change in

type s€tting. Such is not the case here. Flowever, two other factors are to

be considered at this point. First, different issues are treated in the

catalog for all intents ind purposes as difierent editions. Not always is

the rei'ationship between them made clear. Second, here there is a radical

change in medium. It is possible to conceal a book's- past history ,when
the book is reprinted in 6ook form, but it is impossible to conceal that

hisrory when tlhe book is reprinted on microfilm. But should it be denied

t-hat a microfilm is a reprinting, when the object of the producer is to

sell many copies? Despife the haunting presence of the original, this is

a new edition and should be treated as such.
At present we are carefully indicating on the card whether the film

is negitive or positive, despite Tauber's expressed doutlts about such

a proledure.s frowever, the user need not know whether the film is

poiitiue or negative, for it will not afiect his use of it. llhe place for this
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information is on the box or the can in which the film is stored where
it will be available should the stafi need the information.

Richard W. Hale wants a careful recording of negative and. positive.
He says, "For the difierence between rhese two t inar of microfilmis equal
in importance and parallel in kind. to that berween the plates fiom
which u 

9:gk is printid and the book itself, since it is from the negative_
often called the master negative-that copies are normally made."ro
This is true. However, Hale i,vants this inforhation on the caid, but this
would be of value only to the person who wanted. a copy made, and he
can consult other sources, including the box for the ntrn, for this. The
word "Microfilm" is sufficient for thi catalog card.

-Perhaps the most time_c-onsuming task ii the "colation of the origi-
nal" note. It is especially difficult wh
done and the page numbers have
Wilson, although he is considering p
on microfiIm, makes several pertirrr
all cataloging of microfilm. 

-..Colla

make and in many cases it cannot be determined on the basis of the film
alone. . ' . since collation is properly an attribure of the original book,
it is perfectly logical to omit it in iataloging a film copy. .] . Fil* u,
such has no collation."11 The catalog cardt-cloe's not record the pagination
of the manuscript from which the book is made and would not even if
it appeared in the book along with the pagination of the book.
- The problem is cornplicaied by the'fait that the microfilm is often

obtained in lieu of the book, whereas a book is seldom, if ever, requestecl
in lieu of its manuscript. The scholar who is interested in a pariicular
edition of a work which can only be determined by its coilatioi will not
be satisfied with the omission of this information, no matter how strong
the logic for it may be. on the other hand, the scholar who is seekin[
the content and is not concerned with the edition will not bother to
Iook at the collation, excepr.ro shy away from a little work on a big sub-
ject' He will not miss it if it is not there. The analytical bibliogiapher
would not be bothered by the omission; he would have to look at the
work regardless of what the card said about its collation.

sary.
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cerns the user not at all until he comes to Put the film into the reader.

Only an habitual user of the film will realize what it means' The box

.".r'.orro.y this information if necessary. The thickness of the film is

standard and would be too difficult to measure, so that need not be con-

sidered. This leaves onlv the length which can be expressed either in

the number of feet or iir the ,t.ritb"t of frames, both- of which would

be more difficult to determine than the collation of the original already

is, unless it were supplied by the filmer. It would not convey much in-

formation, for the ,ri"t *orlta also need to know the position of the

image ^ni the number of pages to the frame and even the number of

fra#es to the foot; all of these"have been dropped from the card. There-

fore, only the number of reels remains by which the user can make certaln

thar he has the whole work, if the call number does not guarantee this'

Of what importance is the Place
of filming? UniversitY Microfilms an
duplication Department, to name o
number of films on which their nan
Library of Congress of theses produce
recognized as the publishers and ap1
Should the same procedure be fol
Even today there are bibliographers
of a book bf sufficient impoitunce to include it. But cataloge-rs consider

ihe publisher of such implrtance that it is placed, abbreviated or in full,

on all cards. Perhaps the best that can be said now is that the importance

of this information for films has not yet apPeared- There is certainly a

trend developing towards the repubiication of important out-of-print

items on film, although the Xeroi Process may have someaftect on this'

In this trend it *uy B".o*" imporiant to know who the filmer is, how-

"".t 
it also may be ihat the natuire of the film is such that the filmer will

not influence our choice of a film the way the publisher does, at times' our

choice of a book.
When in the cataloging of the above-mentioned theses' the filmer is

placed in the imprint, the imPrint -
iecorded at all other times in microl
True the place of publication might
But this raises the question of whet
nal or to reject it in favor of the im
The imprint of the British editior
American edition.

The edition is imPortant when r

In the discussion of the collation tl
of a note was suggested. There is
method of distinguishing editions is

could be placed between the title z

appearance in brackets might not bt
the word "published in" might be I

considered, a note would ProbablY I
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mate and possible, since the microfilm is another edition of the same
work, to omit the imprint of the original and give the imprint of the
film instead.

. The _problem of establishing just what the title page or tirle frame
is complicatel the matter somewhat. some films have-a special frame
madeup_!y the filmer which gives author, title, and filmer. Others give
only the filmer in the first frame, and the author and title must be deler-

In conclusion, the catalog card would conrain the following items
as the result of the recognition that a microfilm is a difierent edi"tion of
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U. S. AND CANADIAN DOCUMEN?S

The ALA Reference Services and Resources and Technical Services divisions

presenred ar rhe Montreal Conference a joint Progra3 -meeting. devoted to

ilanadian and U. S. documenrs work. These papers will be published in the

Winter issue of LRTS,
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J. McRm Er-noo
Associate Librarian

Yonsei Uniaersity, Seoul, Korea

the collection. This we have done. The reason that this had not been done
by Korean libraries earlier was that the 

-[apanese 
discouraged the use of

the Korean alphabet.
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under the same situation.

to be transferred to the public catalog as needed. Additional specific index

cards are made as books being Processed require them'
We have received recent encouragement in our classified catalog in

the coming to Korea of Dr. Jannette E. Newhall of Boston University Li-

a  o o q  a
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brary, the site of one of the classified catalogs used as an example by Shera
a1{ Egq. Dr. Newhall spenr her sabbatical leave at Ewhi University
aiding library developmenr there.

tions would have three completely unrelated numbers.

- The problem of author arrangement for oriental books was also easily
solved when it was discovered that, because of the compact method oi
writing Korean, the complete author's name could be written in the same
space as a cutter number for an occidental book. For the shelf, she,lf list,
and classified catal_og arrangement we imagine an extended alphabet be-
ginning with the Korean alphabet and ending with the Roman arphabet.
It is not possible to have author numbers based on Korean surnames be-
cause there are very few surnames in Korea, and sometimes as many as half
the authors in one class number will have the same surname. For iibraries
which prefer author numbers, however, we have worked out a svstem
whereby the entire surname (never more than one syllable which taices as
much space to write as one Roman letter) is written followed by numbers
representing the given names. rn Korea one cannot refer to "first, middle,
and last" names since, as in other oriental countries, the surname is first.
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CLASSED CATALOG ENTRIES FOR AN ENGLISH BOOK:

CLASSED CATALOG ENTRIES FOR A KOREAN BOOK.

DZe Drrkc, DunnL, Lgl*L933.
l{Ind and lts plrcc ln nrture. Ncnr lork,

I3n, 1925.
259 p. 2) cn.

D7tu Drakc, Durant, LSI8.L933.
Ml,rd and its plece in neture. Ncw York, l{rcmll-

Ianr-1925.
259 p. 2) e,n.

s3o,sill tl ta 330.951

nrt E frifr" NAWatt:4W6,, A2,
RA-liLtL, 1289 ciYr6) '

x&/rY'it,lzee(et6).
7tb  l ,  

?3  c , * .
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NGLISH INDEX CAR-DS:

INDEX CARDS:

!Eh3r||+

Knowledge, theory of
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followed by the given names-a much better alTangement for library

purposes than the western one since names need not be inverted for cata'

log entry.- 
we hope that our catalogs serve our readers well. They seem to. our

circulation is greater, particu-iarly in western books, than that of any other

similar institrition in korea, and some of our practices are now spreading

to other libraries.

President's Report, 1959-1960

,-ftHE FOLLOWING is based uPon
I Membership, June 23, 196o, at

American Librarv Association.

It is my privilege to report upon the overall work of the Resources

and Technical Services Division for the year 1959-196o.
You may like to have recalled to you something of f9 organization

of the Resources and Technical Services Division. In addition to a Presi-

dent and Vice President, your Executive Secretary, and your Board, there

are 5r Sections and Committees working for you. Last year, Past-President

Beriice Field estimated that aba:ut zln people were engaged in this work.

The Board of Directors, in addition to your officers, is made up of the

Section Chairmen: Acquisitions, Cataloging and Classification-which at

the Montreal meeting ielebrated its 6oth anniversary-Copying Methods,

and Serials. There is also the Chairman of the Council of Regional

any of your officers matters which you think should be considered''Most 
of the business of the Division is conducted through the agency

of the Executive Secretary. The Division's business is done largely by

mail; but both at Midwinter and at the Annual Conference intensive

work is done by the various gIouPs and the Directors. Occasionally' some

of the committees are able to meet during the year; but the expanse of

our country and the limited budget which the Division has prevent this

occurring as often as might be desired'
Amoig the division-wide considerarions of the year were the type of

sratistics *tti.tt the American Library Association might be expected
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Acquisitions Section

The Acquisitions Section, Dorothy Keller, Chairman, had the same
sort of active year which kept the old Acquisitions Round rable a lively
and productive organizarion.

.|ames Frenderson, chairman, was at work endeavoring to establish ways
in which differences between libraries and the booktlade courd be ad-

Number-system, which would help increase bibliographic controls for new
publications in libraries and other information cettti.s. The codes would
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catalogers or reference librarians with as little specialized training as

they do for work in procurement.
interesting work continues to be done by the--Com^mittee on, Cost of

Library Mate"rials, William Kurth, Chairman. When for most things in

America there are cost indexes, it has been surprising that so few cost

facrors were generally known as rhe price indexes of publications. The

work on econimic indicators which the Committee has done since it was

established in rg57 has been a great help in budget preparation and in

justifying e*pett.lit,tres. Price averages and index numbers were com-

i*t".i foi rgfg, 1956, and rg58, as well as.for the base p-eriod, rg47-r949'

ht least ,a p.Jpf. *ere invoiried in preparing the tab^les. You can examine

them in Library Resources and Teihnical S"eruices, Summer 1959, Spring

196o, and in the Library lournal for January- r, 196o' The indexes will

.ip"u, in the ryh Amirican Library An-nual and in other professional

jitirnals. Its woik is being continued. Subject fields covered so far have

Leen for American publiclations in Art, Liierature, Music, History, Busi-

ness, Economics, Education, Science, Technology, Law, Medicine and

Biography. Agriculture is in progress.
in| n"pii"ting Committee," 1o.eph Brewer, Chairman, continued'

under its better known name of ihe Reprinting Expediting Service, to

issue its Bulletin which brings to the atteintion o1 p.tblishers titles which

libraries would like ro see re"iss,red and tells librafies about those which

have already appeared. Special aid to the Committee has come from

G. K. Hall bo.^ot Bostonind The New York Public Library'

Cataloging and Classificatiorz Section

Much of the intense ancl well-disciplined spirit of the cataloging_and

Classification Secrion, the oldest of the gto.tpi in what is now the Divi-

sion, has been aclopted by the other Sectlons and the Division's Commit-

,."r. Ri.h"rd engett had the good fortune to be Chairman of CCS in

this sixtieth anniversary y"ur; 
"-o." 

than 3oo attending the c-elebration

banquet which it held tb celebrate this distinguished occasion. Mary Her-

rick,'as at the Fiftieth anniversary dinner, was toastmistress'

The Section's Cataloging Policy and Research Committee, Katharine

Ball, Chairman, held fJur-active meetings at Midwinter. A statement

prepared by Miss Ball on their work with Cataloging in Source follows

ihi, Se.tio.t report. At Midwinter they considered the reports on the

Interdivisional 
^Book 

Catalogs Committee, on the Manual for the Dewey

Classification, on rhe Couniil of Library Resources sponsored Pfoject
"Targets for Research," and a report being- done. for the.U' S' Offrce of

Educition concerning the development of an information service on

research media other"than books. fn April, the Cornmittee met in Phila-

delphia.^The 
Ful. Eastern Materials committee, charles lramilton, chairman,

considered prdblems of entry characteristic of Far Eastern materials'

The Chiirman of thd Caralog Code Revision Committee, Wyllis

wright, reports on the Preliminary Meeting of the International cata'
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loguing Conference, in London, July rg59, where plans for a conference
in Paris, 196r, were laid. Work was also clo'e in connection with the
Second rnstitute on catalog code Revision held at McGill University,

lun-e 
rg-17, 196o, at which more rhan z5o librarians parricipated. The

draft of the Code, cornmentary, and, working papers were prepared and
distrib'uted prior to the Institute. Additional cbpies of tire bode and
commentary may be purchased through the ALA Publications Office.

. 
Richard Angell, Chairman of the Cataloging ancl Classification Sec-

tron wrltes:

A considerable parr of the activities of the cataloging and classification
section can be summed up in the events of the Montreil conference. The

cologne. The Executive committee of the section initiated actions which
will enable the Association to comply with Mr. chaplin's requesr that the
matter of the united states delegation to the paris conference be taken up
with other national library associations and that measures be taken ro se-
cure expressions of views in this country on the positions advocated in the
working pape$ for the conference which will be distributed later. The
Library of congress and the International Relations committee have con-
curred in the reco nmendations that the Section will be making. In fur-
ther, pursuit of the international aspects o[ catalog code reviiion, the
section's Executive and code Revision steering committees, with the con-
currence of the T.ibrary of congress, are recommending that the produc-
tjgn of an Anglo-American code be a formally declared objective of the
ALA and the British Library Association in the code revisibn work now
proceeding in both counrries.

A development in which the Section takes great satisfaction is the
completion of steps calculated to confirm the close collaboration that has
existed between the cataloging and classification section and the cata-
loguing section of the canadian Library Association. Both sections have
voted to name a member to maintain liaison with the other by attending
meetings of its Executive committee as circumstances permit, receiving
and transmitting minutes, and the like. The section reeJrds this action as
a- most appropriate expression of the close rapport beiween the two Sec-
tions, on which ccs feels the success of the jointly planned and execured.
events of the Montreal conference were based. These were, in addition to
the Institute, the joint program meeting, with Dr. W. Kaye Lamb, Na-
tional Librarian of Canada as principal speaker, and the Section's 6oth
Anniversary Dinner.
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Cataloging in Source

This report, prepared by Katharine Ball, Chairman of the Cataloging

Policy and'Research Committee, was read at the membership meeting of

the Montreal Conference:

sumers' might make of the catalog entries appearing in the publications

they acquired.
th"'frrll report of the project has now been published, and in it the

Librarian of Congress and ihebirector of the Processing Department have

rejected the progiam. The results of the first part of the experiment show
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this operation o(cept rhe actual interviews and the reports of the individ-
ual membeis of the team. It advised in the selection-of th" survev team.
the 

-compilation of the questionnaire, the publicity, and the final'repori
of the Director. on the basis of the resurts^ot trte Sur.rev it recommenld.ed
to the Librarian of congress that the program should be tutty implemented,
a recommendation which he was unable to accept.

:arch Committee considered that its
Cataloging and Classification Section
further recommendatiorls to the Sec-
a whole. There are several obvious

nt :

e. rhe deta's in which a high jS:3;l?#:'f* l:Jff ff:h; ."-
periment (i.e., title transcription, imprint date, and collation) can
be readily ascertained from the book itself, and are therefore of
minor importance.

3. The details in which very few errors were presenr (f.e., enries,
classification and subject headinp) are the m-ost difficult to estab-
lish from the book itself, and are iherefore of major importance.

4. The type of entry which presents the greatest dilfrculty'is that for
corporare bodies, especially governmenr headings.

on the basis of rhese facts, the lollowing proposal 
"has 

been presenred
to the Executive committee of the cataloglng ind classification section
and to the Board of Directors of the Resouries and Technical services
Division and has received their endorsement. The cataloging poricy and
Research committee now wishes to present this proposal" to- the section
membership for its endorsement:

That the Library of congress be urged to consider an arternative
plan_to provide a limited program o1 Cataloging in Source, which
could be developed in the following way:

r. The cooperation of all interested publishers be sought, but
the program not be considered in terms oi all publishers nor of all
titles of the cooperating publishers.

- 3. The assisrance and cooperarion of federal agencies which mairi-
tain publishing programs be sought extensively, and legislation be
recommended which would require participation of federal agencies
in such a-program and would plovid6 the necessary appropriations to
support the program.

3. The cataloging information supplied for Cataloging in Source
be resrricted ro those elemenrs of citiloging dara no"r. iirmediately
obvious in the item being cataloged.

The Section endorsed the recommendations, and the ccS will start
immediately implementing rhem.

C opying Methods Section

I,ast year, the Copying Merhods Section, Charles LaHood, Chairman,
was in an anomalous position, but the ALA committee on organization
recognized that its work was closely associated with the Reso"urces and
Technical services Division. As a result, the section has had its RTSD
identity confirmed and has been contributing to the areas in which we
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libraries to adhere to these standards.
The second committee, on Standardized Photographic Order forms,

is designing an order form for library photoduplication which will meet

the problems of record-keeping and bibliographic control.

Serials Section

The Serials Section, whose precursor round table published the much-
followed Serial Slants, had Miry Kahler as Chairman. The Section per-
formed many useful functions during the year.

It intimately concerned itself wiih the problem of serial format and

larity, present serious problems.
The Serials Policy and Research Committee has considered prepara-

tion of a list of American Annuals and is studying the possibility of a
"serials Use" study which would measure the efficacy of catalogs and
other records as approaches to serial publications.

Counci,I of Regional Groups

Committees

A number of Committees work directly under the authority of the

Board of Directors.
The Division's Conference Program Committee, in the course of

months, arranged for a program of Government Documents, at Montreal,

with the aid 
"of 

the Aiquisitions Section's Public Documents Commit-
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tee, william Pullen, chairman, and with the Reference services Division.
The Nominating Commitree was headed by Mary Herrick and the
Elections committee by Esther Murbach. The publicarions commitree,
Helen welch, chairman, ended its finar year with exceilent effect. In
the March 196o issue of the university of Illinois Librarv school's occa-
sional 

.Papers it published its survey of publicatiorr, .orr"rirrg the fields of
the Division's responsibilities. The Regional processing coirmittee, wil-
liam Lowry, Chairman, distributed questionnair", td help define the
nature of the committee's work. Therb had been difficulty in the difier-
entiation between regional centers and. the integrated systems.

The Resources Commirtee, Ralph EllswortL, Chaiiman, which last
year did such accomplished work for the National Union catalog, was
busy this year on Micro-Publishing projects. Ir is mying to peir.rude

r to the Committee for advice and
rrians to seek advice before signing
r, the Committee brought to comple-
)55 segment of the National Union
of Cbngress to determine the market
)atatog. The Committee is seeking a
;is of the "Nature of the full biblio-

The .Joint committee on Government publicagisns-{5566iation of
Law Libraries, Association of Research Libraries, and the American

!-i!-rary Association-has had the ALA-RTSD represented by william
Pullen as chairman. The .|oint committee has decided to continue the
Documents Expediting service for the time being because of continued
subscriber interest. The school Library Technicil Services committee,
Mary Louise Mann, Chairman, prepared the first draft of a manual on
centralized technical processes. The manuscript is now being evaluated,
and by october it should be ready to present to the Ameriian Library
Association's publishing department fof consideration. The RTSD mem-
ber on the ALA Membership committee has been claribel sommerville.
Miss Sommerville prepared in atractive brochure indicating the advan-
tages of membership in the Division.

- .The Bookbinding Committee, Arnold Trotier, Chairman, spenr a year
of intensive work on th_e,development of a proposal for establishing per-
formance records for library binding. The committee, mindful'ihat
American libraries spend upwards of $7,ooo,ooo a year for library bind-

t be designed to facilitate securing
nimum cost. In order to launch a
Committee apnroached the Council
.ch would enable it to make such an
tm the Special Library Association.

ference of the American Library o,,Ji:lHf .;ilT;33i.""d:|1lt,i:l;
who attend with the developmenr of new binding standards, demonstra-
tions, and discussions of binding done according io the specifications for
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publication more attractive and easier to read, and the desire has been
to fill each issue with articles from which the membership would benefit.
At the Montreal Conference, Miss Piercy indicated that she likes to have
comments on LRTS, whether they are favorable or critical. She and her
associates, she said, want to give the RTSD members "the kind of maga-
zine you want and deserve."-/ohn FaII, President.

Report of the RTSD Executive Secretary
1959-t960.

A significant item of business at this meeting of the membership is
to be the presentation of bylaws for the Division. For three and a half
years we have been operating under provisional bylaws. To the credit of
your officers, no disasters resulted. And now you are to be asked to ap-
prove bylaws which have received the sanction of both the ALA Com-
mittee on Constitution and Bylaws and the RTSD Board of Directors. I
hope you have all read them carefully, for they show clearly that this is
a membership organization and that you, the members, are represented
by the elected officers and are entitled to full reporting on the activities
that are undertaken in your behalf.

I am fully conscious of Article VII, Section z of the bylaws which
spells out the duties of the officers. Perhaps you noticed that under the
Executive Secretary emphasis is given to reporting annually to the mem-
bership. Such is the explanation for my presence at this time, lest anyone
believes I am prompted by vainglory to appear before you each year. No
doubt there are many of you who really like to know what is going on at
the Headquarters office. I always try to mzike clear that the significant
contributions of the Division to the profession are made by the commit-
tees, and your President and section chairmen report on these; Head-
quarters' activities are largely those of keeping the wheels turning and
now and then providing ideas or stimulus that result in a significant
achievement.

The load in the RTSD office is increasing as the sections develop pro-
grams and as our membership grows. On December 3r, r95g, we had

5,165 members-the largest of the type-of-activity divisions in the ALA.
As of May 3r, 196o, we already have 4gor members as compared to 46go
by May 3r, rg5g. Delighted as I am at this development, the increase at
the end of rg59 has, regretfully, caused me considerable embarrassment.
One of my responsibilities is to serve as Circulation Manager of Library
Resources and Technical Serui,ces, and in this capacity I authorize its
press run. In r95g we had a shortage of the Winter issue with a press run

* Presented at the RTSD Business meeting, Montreal, June 23, 196o.
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individuals of the matter at hand.

a sampling of the most often repeated questions that come to my office'

One oi our activities that was rather time-consuming last fall was as-

sisting the International Relations Office by preparing the--itinerary ol

two Indian Documents Librarians who were here visiting libraries on a

Rockefeller Foundation Grant. Messrs. Sachdeva and Surender-Nath
were in this country for nine months, and we made the alTaxgements for

their tour of the various libraries in this country. One other time-con-

suming activity in addition to our loutine operation has been Preparation
for the Institute on Catalog Code Revision at McGill University. Al-
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Regional Groups
Eorrs Scorr, Chairman

Council of Regional GrouPs

Jersey and Philadelphia Area grouP_ m^eetings.-T" 1tg1it:-Ticrofilm copies
6f nistoricat documints in Portugil, Gwendolyn Cobb (Historian, Fresno

State College) not only personally filmed the materials, but processed
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them as well. Her "Adventures in Microfilming in Portugal" for the

meeting with the Northern Ohio group in the Spring of 196r.
Cooperation in the storage of library materials is a certainty, accord-

ing to Arthur T. Hamlin (University of Cincinnati), who spoke to the
Ohio Valley group on "storage Libraries." The alternatives he gave were
to "sink in a sea of printed material or else vegetate with totally inade-
quate resources."

"Regional and Centralized Processing" was the major topic for 'the

Texas Regional Group meeting. William Lowry (Cleveland-Garvin Multi-
County, Oklahoma) had prepared a preliminary report on the work of
the RTSD Committee on Regional Processing. The Georgia grouP's
biennial meeting heard Virginia Drewry's experiences as a member of
the Cataloging-in-source Consumer Reaction Survey team. Miss Drewry
expressed the hope that some bibliographical standardization might be
salvaged from the experiment.

Special libraries were not neglected by the Groups. The Ohio Valley
group heard Olga Buth (Ohio State University) on the "Bibliographical
Control of Music Collections." "Acquisitions in the Special Library" was
described by Marie Koutecky (Standard Oil Company) for the Northern
California group. At the New England meeting, Hannah D. French
(Wellesley) discussed the reference tools made by the librarian in "Serv-
icing Special Collections." From her viewpoint, bringing special materials
to the public is a joint responsibility of the cataloger and reference li-
brarian. Problems of undergraduate use of special collection for seminars
and research papers were also considered.

While the New Jersey (Ben Grimm, Montclair Public, speaker) and
Oklahoma (Irene M. Hansen, Kansas S.T.C., Emporia, speaker) Sroups
concentrated on the use of the card catalog, the Southern California and
Chicago g1'oups investigated automatic information retrieval. C- Dake
Gull (General Electric Co.) supplemented his talk to the Chicago grouP
with a motion picture and slides. Joseph Becker (Western Data Process-
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ing Center, U.C.L.A.) was the speaker for the Southern California group.
Robert Kingery (New York Public) in speaking to the Potomac Tech-

nical Processing Librarians on "New Library Technology and the Tech-
nical Processes" predicted that the future for libraries will be even more
technical and expensive, but machines eventually will handle most of the
clerical work. His mention of the New York Public Library's practice of
using separate post office box mailing addresses for its various depart-
ments as a means of presorting the z2,ooo periodicals currently received
would have been of interest to questioners in the Northern California
group's "Dear Abby" session on everyday problems including the ques-
tion of "Who sorts the second-class mail?".

Having seen a future made free from drudgery by machines, the
Potomac group devoted its afternoon session to personnel. Harold Syl-
vester (Professor of Personnel Adminisration, LJniversity of Maryland,)
presented "Sylvester's Theory of Employee Relations"; or, "FIow to Keep
the Employee Happy." Margaret Brown (Free Library of Philadelphia)
spoke on "In-Service Training and the Use of Non-Professional Person-
nel." Formal training at the Free Library of Philadelphia for those not
in cataloging includes an annual lecture on the kinds of catalogs, the
type of information in each, and the catalog limitations. The objective
of the informal training given those in cataloging is to simplify decision-
making where it can be simplified and provide in the cornplex of deci-
sion-making the opportunity to think. Assignments are specific, and
appropriate explicit procedures are in written form. John Rather (U. S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare) in speaking on the
"Cataloger's Career" indicated that catalogers tend to have had more
training than the average librarian, tend to prefer college and university
libraries, and, although they are mobile, tend more to keep in the same
specialization of cataloging. Mr. Rather's findings may be verified in-
formally by scanning the New York Technical Services Librafians' Con-
stitution, Officers, List of Members, issued in April. The restrospective
listing of officers, beginning with Margaret Mann, President rgz3-24, is
studded with some of the most distinguished names in the library world.
More recent officers are now as far west as Denver and Los Angeles, but
are still in cataloging!

The Ohio Valley group's consideration of personnel moved farther
back. In her paper, "Making Cataloging a More Appealing Professional
Interest," Maysel O. Baker (Indiana University, L. S. Division) cited the
results of the recruitment program at the Library of Congress and the
Nebraska plan as promising new hope for the future. Margaret Sullivan
(Purdue) then spoke on "Orientation and In-Service Training of Tech-
nical Service Staff." Her survey of the literature led to the conclusion that
the size of the library and its stafi are of paramount importance in deter-
mining the training techniques to be used.

I share your pleasure in the election of William H. Kurth (National
Library of Medicine) as Chairman of the Council of Regional Groups,
and look forward to increased strength and growth in the Groups.
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REVIEWS

Frarey, Carlyle J., The Processing Sent-
ices of the Dallas Public Li,brary
Dallas, Dallas Public Library. 1959.
235 P.

Carlyle Frarey niakes several state-
ments in his The Processing Seruices
of the Dallas Public Library which
might well be writren in bold type
preferably in a manual for administra-
tors of public libraries. Two such state-
ments follow:

"It is apparent . that a basic
ingredient of good library sew-
ice is the procurement and or-
ganization of the library mate-
rials themselves without which
the most dedicated library stafi
cannot function, and for want
of which the most perfect library
building in the world is virtually
useless." (p. z)

"An essential . . in efiective,
dynamic - library administration
is to insure that both public and
processing services ate main-
tained and operated at the same
relative level of dynamism and
efficiency." (p. g)

Because the present administration
of the Dallas Public Library believed
that the processing functions and the
public service functions in that library
were not operating "at the same rela-
tive level of dynamism and efficiency,"
Mr. Frarey was employed as a techni-
cal services consultant to conduct a
survey of processing operations in the
Dallas Public Librarv. He made the
survey in the summer of rg5g. This
volume is his report.

Reviewers of surveys bear perhaps
a difierent kind of responsibility than
do reviewers of other types of "pro-
fessional literature," inasmuch as the
review may reach a wider audience

than does the surwey itself. In the case
of Mr. Frarey's study of the processing
services of the Dallas Public Library
this would be unfortunate. The Dallas
Public Library has obtained a thorough
and constructive analysis of its pro-
cessing activities; it is to be congratu-
lated for making this analysis widely
available to the profession.

Although a survey must, by defini-
tion, be a detailed analysis of a local
situation, a good survey is not for local
consumption alone. There is a larger
application.

First of all, the methodology of a
sunyeyor is of interest to those admin-
istrators who are responsible for doing
a certain amount of self-surveying
every week of the year. Few libraries
can aftord the services of an outside
observer, and, when they can employ
such a person, he can only analyze the
situation as it is at the time he views
it. This fact, as Mr. Frarey is not the
first to point out, must be borne in
mind in studying the surveyor'$ com-
ments and recommendations. Any re-
sponsible administrator must regularly
review and evaluate his own operation
-after the surveyor has gone or be-
fore he arrives. In doing so he might
well adopt some of Mr. Frarey's
methods.

While on the subject of method-
ology, it should be mentioned that Mr.
Frarey at.tempted "to secure some gen-
eral impressions about catalog use."
This was done by means of question-
naires distributed to readers and to
stafi members. Because Mr. Frarev is
well aware of the deficiencies of oiher
studies of this kind, his methods and
results will be of particular interest
to those who have undertaken similar
studies of catalog use.

But what of Mr. Frarey's findings
and conclusions? Some of his recom-
mendations relate to proposed changes
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in overall administrative organization
and general policy questions, and with
none of these recommendadons could
the reviewer disagree. The changes
recommended are overdue in Dallas
as they probably are in many libraries
across the country.

Tlowever, orher suggestions relate to
procedural details and some of these
do seem open to question. For ex-
ample, while this reviewer admits that
subject departmentalization based on
the Dewey Decimal Classification sched-
ules is not cornpletely satisfactory, the
problems inherent in such an atrange-
ment are not likely to be solved bY
adopting a policy which would per-
mit the same book to be classified in
more than one place. A new set of
problems is altogether likely to develop
if this proposal is acted upon.

Also, the consultant goes along,
albeit reluctantly, with the recording
of location of copies on the catalog
cards. He admits he would not have
recommended this procedure if the
project had not already been under
way and, in fact, nearly cornpleted at
the time of the survey. However, this
practice is being continued for current
acquisitions, and this seems highly in-
advisable. One of the advantages of
departmentalization based on classifi-
cation schedules is that it makes un-
necessary location notations on the
catalog cards.

There are other procedural details
which the consultant finds understand-
able in the light of the local situation,
but which readers of the survery maY
not view with the same degree of tol-
erance. Ffowever, these questions are
not "the heart of the matter," and
thev in no wav detract from the sound-
ness of Mr. Frarey's basic recommen'
dations.

Finally, the recital of the problems
in the Dallas Public Library has a
familiar ring. It is clear from this
study as from othets, that there are a
few serious and basic problems in the
administration of public libraries to-

day which would seem to require con-
certed action on the Part of the library
profession acting through its profes-
sional organizations. There is need to
educate local governmental authori-
ties regarding such matters as binding
practices, fiscal records, and procure-
ment orocedures as these areas relate
to libiary operations. This has prob-
ably not been done in the past be-
cause we had first to. Put our own
house in order and also because it
takes time and staff to demonstrate to
local authorities that their require-
ments sometrmes cost more money
than they save. For example, the Dal-
las Public Library is required to ob-
tain bids on its commercial binding;
but, when the disadvantages of this
system were pointed out, the counter-
proposal made was that the library
establish its own bindery!

The library profession many years
ago undertook a program to insure
the education of library trustees. Is it
not time that we initiated a similar
program for those in responsible posi-
tions in our local city governments?
This is not a point made by Mr.
Frarey, but some of his findings could
be used in support of such a proposal.
-Margaret C. Brown, Chief , Process-
ing Diuision, The Free Library of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

Ranganathan, S. R. Classified Cata-
Iogue Code uith Addit ional Rules

for Dictionary Catalogue Code. 4th
ed. Madras, Madras Library Associa-
tion, 1958. Available from G. Blunt
& Sons. roo Great Russell Street,
London. 6o5 pp. 4zs.

Imagine the ALA Catalogi,ng Rules

for Author and Title Entries, ALA
Filing Rules, ALA Glossary of Library
Terms, LC Rules f or Descri.pti.ue Cata-
loging, Akers, Mann, and Shera and
Egan's The Classified Catalog, all un-
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der one cover. Only then can you real-
ize the amount of material S. R. Ran-
ganathan has put together in the
fourth edition of the Classif.ed Cata-
logue Code, The title no longer serves
to cover the variety of information con-
tained in this book. Besides being a
code for the classified catalog, it is a
statement of basic cataloging princi-
ples, a handbook of cataloging proce-
dures (including such minutiae as rules
on style of writing), a rather complete
dictionary of cataloging terms, and a
source of guidance in choice of main
entry, of personal and non-personal
names, and selection of added entries.
It also supplies advice on the establish-
ment of a union catalog, a national
bibliography, and an abstracting peri-
odical. This edition is the result of
I{anganathan's thirty-five years of
study, writing, work, experimentation,
and synthesis. It is virtually a com-
pendium on the subject of cataloging
and, remarkably enough, is the work
of one man.

It is important for us to under-
stand his statement of basic cataloging
principles. We need to rethink the
essential purpose of our work and to
explore the possibilities of new ap-
proaches to old and new problems of
bibliographic organization. Rangana-
than, in this and other books, pro-
vides an impetus to such study. His
canons of cataloging and normative
principles could be used to test our
new code and cataloging procedures.
The canons of purity and prepotence,
for example, were violated by earlier
codes-are they still? After examining
his combined code for both the classi-
fied and dictionary catalog, we might
wish to reconsider the validity of sepa-
rate codes and tools for descriptive
cataloging, for entry, for subject analy-
sis and classification-perhaps they
should be combined?

Only Part 3 (Class Index Entry) is
specially written for the classified cata-
log, and even it does contain some
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suggested modifications of the rules for

thi- dictionary catalog. Shera and
Egan's book, which is completely de-

voted to the classified catalog, might

seem to be the more comPlex of the

two, but it is really the more elemen-
tary. Ranganathan's Part 3 takes uP

where the appendix of Shera and

Egan's book leaves off-choice of class

index entries and rendering of class in-

dex headings by means of chain proce-
dure. In fact, one would do well to

read Shera and Egan before undertak-
ing Ranganathan since he tends to as-

tlr-e ro*e background on the part of

the reader. The authors of the two

books are in basic agreement' but in

the chain procedure. Even in a dic-

tionary catalog the end result would be

a more complete analYsis and a more

satisfactorv tool.
Because the size and comprehensive-

ness of the book could overwhelm the

average reader, it might be well to re-

iterate the value of such a book. No

matter what scheme of classification or

plain or state cataloging rules, a great

ieal can be learned from an under-

standing of Ranganathan's terminology

and orginization of rules. Such a book

serves a fundamental PurPose for any-

one who is responsible for writing a

manual of procedures for a cataloging
department, a syllabus for a cataloging
.oi.r", or a national or intirnational
cataloging code'-Pauline Atherton,

Assistint-Professor, Department of Li"

brary Science, Chicago Teachers Col-

te ge.
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